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wasn't any help to my wife Rather I w b d God. I hated myself. I d;n 't sa this ~ a ur en on her. And I _was no good to 
hard to imagine hell being any w~;se th ll~tly i but I felt I was in hell. It' s 
is. If hell is worse then thank God i ~ w at mfwent through, although I'm sure it 
' s a co ort to know I'm never going th ere' 
It was certainly obvious that things were very wron . . ~~~doubts and upheavals without drastic difficultf~s ~~ ~e.couldt~e experiencing 
l
in a new_and less self-destructive way of existence I ~~r emo dsions. I had to 
earn to live all over again In fa t . n o er war ' I had t o 
verted in some ways to a sec;nd chil c ' as I started out from the very bottom I r 
sponsibilities (I'd even spend hours dhoo~: I /:treated completely from all -do- e-
the hangups acquired over many years.rea ing airy tales). I had to work through 
It was during those dark days mentall th the. grace of God. NCM' don't misundei'.s t~~ I c~ to really. discover the meaning of 
Christian. I'd been saved b me. _was certainly a born-again 
tion. Yes' I believed in th~ ~~:~: :dG f~lly dreallzed that. I couldn't earn my salva-
thought--at times Once I . 0 an even taught it--rather well I 
I loved the doctrine of the e~~~c:'~~r~:d the entire book of Galatians. T; be sure 
really appropriated it for my daily life: ie~~~~~ow on_a_deep:r lev:l, I hadn 't' 
God who loved :rre unconditionally I h dn't een living with this gracious 
ever' j~t as I am. For some re~son I a fel seen that He accepts ll": always and for-
love. Living with God day-by-day seemed it I a~~ays had to earn His kindness and 
be good enough to eaITI His smile I d rnpossi le to.please Him. I just couldn 't 
His disciples' "If you love Me' kee rea co the passage" rn Scr~pture where Jesus t ells 
love for Him by doing just that. B~t i al:andmei:its · I tried ~o ~ard to prove my 
acted as though Scripture said "Earn My 1 ays bfaikled .. In my thinking I still re-
' ave' Y eeping My corrunandments." 
I had "a beginning and an end oint" f my Christian life and certainlp r o grace. There was grace at the beginning of 
inbetween. I knew I didn, t ha~e g t~c~e:; ~e ei:id. ~ut, somehow there was non-grace ~ame for the books to be opened I knew e final Judgmei:it or.hell. When the time 
in the midst of my Christian life I w my n~ wc;mld be inscribed in heaven. Still ~tying to be perfect. I was tryin t;:\ e~nencrng on: l?ng deadly "rat race" of ' 
ideal Christian so that I could ac~e t e l~ perfect missionary; trying to be the 
in yielding myself completely to Chrlst mys~ h and ~ver~ G?d' s frown. I was desperate 
stand in the way of the Holy S iri t k. onest y didn t want any of myself to 
to yield, no matter how hard Ip triedw~r tng 1t:ough me. No matter how much I tried 
o eep is connnandments, I never succeeded. 
The tragedy of it all was that I w mak. beco:rre almost like a traffic cop. ~ou ~~~ such an. ogre out o~ ~od. My Lord had 
and then, when they see somebody mak . ':ey sit. there waiting by the highway ' 
for the offense, and then throw the ~o~kffilst e they JUSt '.'zoom" out, "nail" you ~ho always nagged. All day lon . t at you. My God, it seemed, was somebody 
"Wh d. . g i was nag nag nag It h h mg, Y idn 't you do this? Why d" c1n, t ' ' · was as t oug He was s ay-
Christian? Why don't you pr~ more? i Wh you' do that? Why arei:' t you a better 
ar:n '. t you a more effective Ji: tness ?" By ~ t _YOU read your Bib le regularly? Why 
Spirit's main job as being one to ~ y £ is it appeared I looked on the Holy 
that I wasn't perfect Looki"n b k e ~ eel uncomfortable every time I demonstrated 
"th • g ac on it now I guess I d d th e accuser of the brethren " the · t. . ' regar e e Holy Spirit as 
me_tJ;iat this is actually Sat:in•s j~ri i~i~er and condenner. I J<:tow my Bible tells 
Spirit, the One who cane to reveal the~ er~ ChI h~d in essence given it to the Holy 
transfonred. ove 0 nst so that my life might be 
I saw God as using His love as · 
"Look what I've done for ou' ~ w~~pon against me. It was as if He'd said to me 
Christian?" Then out wouid ~one o~e ~~~ re~nher Calv;;iry? Why arei:'t you a bett~r P· o grace, instead of being something that 
2 
ged my heart and motivation, was a tool the Lord used to force ne to do all 
. els of things that seered llllpleasant. 
T inaJ<e a long story short, I began to see that I had been living with what I had ;,i as an ungracious God. Then, as never before, I truly saW what the grace of God 
fUl lY ireans. I discovered that He really does accept me, even as a Christian, just 
as I am. I don't have to earn His love. And there is something else I learned too. 
1 
bad so many "non-grace" habits. There were mnrerous ways of doing, thinking and 
feeling that had to be changed. There were habits of self-hatred and self· 
t(Jlilenmation which had to be overliauled. I began, by the goodness of the Lord, to ~orl< through sorre of these things little by little. It was all over a period of a 
]J.llg t iire, step by step. Sorretiires I would leap forward and sorretiires I would 
batelY crawl, hanging on and feeling I was hardly getting anywhere. 
()lier the years God sl<Mly led ire into a completely new way of life. I had a new ~lation of both Himself as well as myself. I had a new way of seeing other people 
111
d new reasons for doing things. There was a completely new understanding of all 
His ways. Many of the Scriptures I had always known and lmred sprang to life in an 
exciting way, becoming completely transfonred for ire. Best of all, now He has given ~ a ctiance to serve Him in a new way, with an opportunity of sharing His message of 
grace with others. That's exactly what I'm endeavoring to do these days. I'm so 
thankful for opportunities to share in preaching, teaching, and even in radio 
grlnistry. This is such wonderful news that God is gracious, not only to the un-
believer, but to the Christian, His C1o'Jil child. 
Recently the Lord gave ire the opportunity to put my discoveries and insights into 
book fonn. The publication is entitled, Free for the Taking.* Now it's my prayer 
that the Lord will keep on using re to help point others away from "squirrel cage . 
Christianity" and tCMard the glorious liberty of God's sons and daughters. We have 
to remember that grace isn't just a conversion rechanism. It's not something 
designed exclusively for getting people into God's family, although, thank the Lord, 
i t most certainly does do that. It's not just a "fire insurance policy" of saving 
people from hell, glorious though it is that God does so redeem sinners. 
Grace is a fact of God's very nature, showing Him for what He is like. When this 
fact about our heavenly Father sinks way down deep into the bottom of our hearts, I 
can guarantee you that our lives are going to be changed. When we perceive God and 
what He really is, that glorious fact keeps on changing us day after day after day. 
After all, that's what the Holy Spirit's ministry is. He shCMs us the grace of God 
so that we can be transfonned by it. As Peter reminds us, "But grow in grace and 
in the knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus 01.Tist." May this be your continuing 
experience and mine as we keep feeding on His matchless grace. 
*Fleming H. Revell ($5 .95) 
V~. Jo~eph R. Cooke 
Blola g~adu.a.te, 1949 
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"WHAT IS 
DEMON POSSESSION?" 
By: Dr. Henry W. Holloman 
1here is a dangerous fascination taking place with demon possession by secular 
collegians today. Such may generally be defined as the case where a demon, or 
demons, reside in a person, exercising influence and control over the physical 
body, the mind, or the emotions, or all of these together. We do not believe 
that it is possible for a demon to control the personality of a Christian. 1he 
Bible reminds us of the greater power of God's Holy Spirit who indwells us 
(I John 4:4). A ve:ry carnal or weak believer may be influenced by Satan so that he could conceivably give appearance of demon possession. 
1here are those who misunderstand the scope of demons. We know that they can 
cause emotional, mental and certain physical illnesses. Never in the New Testa-
ment, however, do we have such things as a demon of cancer or of some other type 
of disease. Certainly Satan may tempt a person to lose his temper and fly off 
in anger but demons aren't apparently given power to bring disease. We should 
not push the influence of demonology beyond what the Scripture gives us warrant 
to say. One extreme would hold that all types of illness are caused by demons. 
1he other extreme, and it, too, is tmb ib lical, ho Ids that no diseases , emotional , 
mental, or physical, are caused by demons • Neither of these yiewpoints will 
stand up against the actual teaching of Scripture. On several occasions where 
the Lord was healing,the account divides His healing from a purely physical, 
mental and emotional standpoint, from those in which He actually cast out demons . 
We should make this distinction ourselves. So while we affinn the influence and 
work of demons, at the saire tine we do not believe that eve:ry single case is due 
to demons. Ultimately the Christian in his ministry to others is always to be 
in subjection to the will of God. In some cases it is God's will that Christians 
be relieved from certain illnesses. On the other hand, the reverse may be true , 
1he apostle Paul knew that it was God's will for him to keep the thorn in the 
flesh which had been put there by Satan, as the Bible clearly teaches, 
Should a Christian encounter one whom he believes to be demon possessed he is 
faced with a ve:ry serious situation. 1he first point would be to make certain 
that you, yourself, are filled with the Holy Spirit. It is wise that another 
spiritually mature believer or others who are stable in the faith, be brought 
into the picture as well, at least to assist in the evaluation. Our Lord 
connoonded prayer in such circllll!Stances. He strongly indicated, "1hese can only 
go out by prayer." It would be ve:ry dangerous to t:ry to deal hastily with such 
a serious case. 1hen, always seek the mind of the Lord for the actual situation. 
Ask Him for His strength, wisdom and guidance for your specific needs. Whatever 
is achieved can only be done in the Naire and power of Jesus Christ. These are 
the only safe principles drawn from the New Testairent. 
VIL. HoUoma.n -i.J.> Al.:,,t,oci..at.e P1Lo6eM01L 
ofi Sy,t,.t.emattc. Theology at. &lo.ta.' ,t, 
GILa.duat.e Sc.hool, Ta.f.bo.t. Theof.ogic.a.f. SemLnaJr.y. 
PSALM 139 
By: Dr. Al Sanders 
f Scripture we discover Ih s better than any oth~r passage o of His cha;acter. No-
Jn the 1~9~ Ps~~l~n ~ur specific·, non-~uplicated ~~:at we might tenn His 
the magni t1;1 e o . . nee omnipresence' omrnpotence' sane time' nowhere do ~e 
,.Jiere i~ His onnisci~ mcr:.e strikingly set forth •. At th~stinct from that of De7ty. ''onni-nghteousnes~' ti· on of man's personal! ty as. f those who are seeking 
emphatic asser d us question o !?" ~ : ~~c s~~~o~~n~ty~~~s~ i~ ~~0ierso~~!rt'1;:~~~:~~~·0~'Wli~e~re~ence, an answer or d th 24 verses without conung o a One can't rea es~ f our blessed God! 
()Oler and personality 
0 
nt the inscription 
P ' note for a mome . look at the actual ve:ses ' . . Psalms for the Chou . 
First of al I, b:o~ i ~e is addressed to the Chief ~ ~ c7:1 ~o addressed' I believe' is wD~~t~~c~:~:spar~icular signifitc~~:i1e~eo~e~~~i~ts~ Furthennore, it is designa-
. . thy of the mos e because it is war - . hi· p 
h d 
· public wors • . 
ted t o be ear in . . t tanzas each of six 
.f£ - t and distinc s ' 
1 11 have four di eren · rogression dea s Of these 24 ~~es we actrn this way' we discover each s~:i~a ~n f~urth, sometimes . 
verses. As it is set up . sence omnipotence, and a. g in where you felt 
with God's omnis cie~ce ! ghonnipre ess 'Have you ever been rn a :et t g and touch Him? 
overlooked, His onnu-n teo~n yo~ that you could almost rea ou 
the presence of God s? cl~~~tl o how I feel about this Psalm. 
Well , in a way, that is e y d It makes the reading so 
. . d with a number of pronolllls use . While God is specifically 
We are immedia~ly imp~~~~ and abstract thing wha~oever: h words like ''Thou," 
personal. ~t isHno~ a £erred to pronominally 30 timesl ~it r the Psalmist speaks of 
narred six times e i~ re II On the other side or the ~ ge ' . the word ''my. II So, 
"Thine'" "Thy'" and TI_iee. . the word "ne" and 15 trmes W: mg f God in our Ii ves 
him5elf SO times' 16 tlJiles usding nt dealing with the revelation o it is an intensely personal ocwre 
day by day. 
and known ire . '' Al -in "0 Lord, Thou hast search:d ~'not so nruch that God David ope~ his hk~artabby ~8jeh~~ah Who knows al~ ~in~s,ti~yi~cquainted with me! though he is tal ~ng. ou at the ali-knowing One is intima e 
is onniscient as it is th ds It means such 
d "search" has several backgrollll. . a house for plunder• In the origin~ Hebrew ~e wo~ contraband or pil~agers ransackrngknowledge of where 
things as soldiers lookrng fo the investigators rnvol ved ha~ n~ d knows all things 
Of course' in thos~ two cases e seeking. Not so with God. e o~earch warrant to 
the i tern is for which thj w~~out any effort. He doesn't n:\ a do you look for in 
naturally, completely an htmting for the unknown. a one of the 
cane into Y°1:'r l~ves despe~'.'-t~l~ut what needs you have. ~f cour:derstand soneone, 
life ? God dJ.?5 rn you ;;o -~~ society is the fact ~at w' ~n ~at is exactly what 
conmon te= in our mo rn th we say "I dig you. y know me 
"'1en we are on their sane wave Ieng ' di ne: You understand me. . ou lack of 
DaVid is testifying here,. "0 Lofrd, ~o~~ st~dpoint, always implies a 
completely " This searchrng, romd 
· ·th the Lor 
kn<Mledge, but not so wi • kn all things • " That, 
. ·s It is not, "0 Lord, you ?W the fact "O Lord, Note hCM personal this verthse i · lamation coires in underst~ding ryth~g perfectly 
of course, is true. But e exc be able to discern eve 
''Know" i·n the Hebrew :rreans to You know ne!'' 
and art acquainted wi ~~ 
th. and my lying down,. t' s an excellent tran f t my pa d d Bible; i · two areas o 
. . . . . . nues' "Thou ~ompasse~ew Anerican. St~ ar ere is sone h:lJ? in d carefully 
and cor:ectly all at one tii;ie. Do you realize how te~rible it would be ~fin our erse 3 cont;, 1 enjoy using_the ou. By using it th ans to scrut:nize ~ In the human nunds we knew everytlnng perfectly all at one time? For example, JUSt consi 1 nrf ways. ould comni:md it to Y t" which really.: word "acquain~eddsh. but 
in one area. If you ia:ew wha~ tomorrow held, tJ:e problems with which _YOU might be ation and we ,.;e first is "~omp~s~s m;dificat~on of . et a passing ~ri:n . s i~, similar 
C?Jlfro:r:ted ';lt your offic: or in your home, the illness tha~ cm_ild eas~ly be ':l te iS v:rse. The second thin~ is e NASB, it is not)~." Here again i~ i down--we 
situation with you, the involvements of your young people in sin and irrnnorahty, i investigate •. tis reflected in ti: ted with all my w~ my rest, my lyingG d but you 
you lmew all of these things why it would only breed confusion and despair. This original' as i rt intimately acqu~n activities, my pa s ieave your p~th' O h;i t good 
why our God alone is o1Til1iscient, because He lmows everything perfectly and at once reallY "Th~u a revioUS passage· God David says, "I r;-y knOW every single ' 
One of the kindest things He has done for us is to put a veil over tomorrow's wing to e ~rrounded by our ·b· t you never do. ou 
unknowns. are totally ~ne. I may sleep' u . the Lord to 
. . . . . . . . . never leave life • '' - in omniscience of . ending 
There is one other thing which I think is fascinating about this first verse. Note and bad of my . eveals the all knoW h~n we read of the i11 nothing 
that the word "TIE" is in italics; it has been supplied by the translators. If you . a further bit that rd a few months ago~ rs I know absolu~e her life 
dropped that off you would perhaps get a better view of what David is trying to 'lhen, there is all of us were amaze columnist, Ann Lan e f ~hat took pla~~ :~ress me 
say, "O Lord, Thou hast searched rre and known ••• " Everything is there, completel US· I am sur~ well-known new~pap~~ le her out b:cause Tue thing that di ~he was open revealed~ The Lord knows exactly what we are, even though we are so slow to know divorce of ~ ation and I don t fs d ~ades of marria~· were her words as r to this 
ourselves. It is like seeing your Gm photograph. Frequently we will observe or about the s~~ three and a hal f ~e situation. e~e esn't know the ~sw~od does. 
conunent, as most people usually do, "Is that really rne ?" Of course it is but we after more luation she gave. fu all of the answer~. do fact and that is' 
don't take the tine to truly know ourselves, much less the needs we each experience, was in the ,,levalare ''The lady wib assured of one so i ' d thou 
God is searching out our lives right now. He knows both the good and the bad. I 
heard a woman conunent just recently, and I'm sure you have heard something similar, 
She complained, _ ''My husband and I went together for three years before our wedding. 
But I never really lmew him until we were married and I asked him for money!" The 
implication is that before marriage things were on a different basis, but after tha 
new relationship, somehow all the glaring faults cam= out. Aren't you glad the Lo 
Jesus loved us , even knowing all our faults? HCM wonderful that even while we were 
yet sinners, enemies of His love, He gave His life for us. Listen, God knows you 
better than you lmow yourself, and the amazing thing is that He loves you just the 
sane. And I say that for myself as well. 
gh to uec ' u can e o Lor eno~,. But, my friend' yo . my tongue but' lo' lts ar~ eventually 
one. . ot a word in . 1 The resu . Every 
there is n d · the soi · emphatic. d 
4 explains' "For" t is like a see in ituation even more our thoughts. Go 
Vers:st it altoge~er. t~T1'flnt here makes the ~ilence can't conce~~ bite your tongue, 
l<nOW The negative sta . t is even spoken. h just because y I . s true we can 
Verse two brings the suggestion into even sharper focus. David observes, "Thou 
lmowest my downsitting and mine uprising; Thou understandest my thoughts afar off." 
The Psalmist is as certain of God's existence as he is of his own. Here are two of 
an individual's most corranon acts: sitting down and getting up. How many times a day 
do we do these things? It isn't just the physical aspect of sitting down and getting 
up but I believe that it includes when you sink down in discouragement and dis-
appointment or when you rise in pride and conceit. In these aspects of "downsitting 
and uprising," God lmows all about our needs. 
I used to enjoy looking at a cut- away beehive down at Knott' s Berry Farm, not too far 
from our Biola campus. I don't know if they still have it. It was right at the 
entrance to the berry market and one could see these energetic bees as they moved in 
and out of the hive, filling up with honey and then wax all the various cavities that 
were there. There is a beautiful analogy to this I think when we realize that to 
others about us we are as opaque beehives. No one can possibly see what is being done 
on the inside. They can see everything, even the thoughts which go in as well as 
that which cornes out in word and deed, but just what takes place on the inside no one 
knows except God. And to the Lord we are like that ait- away beehive at Knott' s Berry 
Fann. He can see everything that is happening on the inside. He knows exactly what 
is taking place. 
He understands our thoughts afar off. New, where is God? Well, we realize that He 
is orrnripresent, that is, everywhere present at the srure time. But where His dwelling 
place is in heaven no one can be sure. We understand that light travels at a tre-
mendous rate of speed, but supposing the Lord is 20 billion light years away. You 
see, the real question isn't the possible distance of God, for that makes absolutely . 
no difference. The fact that He knows our ideas long before we even comprehend them 15 
what's in view. It is an amazing thing to realize. 
6 
knOWU· knOWU before i . you may ave ' . heart. t i this is a 
word is :t~f them. Son-e exp~~i~~~e evil thought~0i~e~~~~ of silenc~. t:~;ve a little 
knOWS ,~ nean God isn't awa~~t seldom do we ha~e T{'fln My mother use t " That is so ~ft~ repe0;~°/ ~l~~;:hipthtoughG~d~ ~~~lj;~~e; ~thd. ::'~~:is~:e~.he Ji~ai~i~·o Picture . . and be o I agree wi here in phrase' ''Be silent . t with others. th." But' you see' back David goes. 
true from our standp~~e the doors of my ~~~ e. Notice ho~ f~: formed, the Lord 
Lord, set. a w~~chth~e 1!¥)Uth but ra~;.Ia"~~ ye~ even dbef~~: ~ese perceptive :f'?.5' 
Psalm it is n d is spoken o~ arti h r Plutarch of ol wr. runos t thought can re • 
Before the wor . t The philosop e d but God the very i "Thou 
knows all about i • impious dee ' - . hand upon us. 
''Man may see thee do an f the Lord, s protec~in~e New .American di 
t r picture 0 h d upon ire· derstan ng an even bet e 1 id thine an . tle better un 1 tting ~as~~!~e~ ': ~:~ind d:d Ji:f~:d ~~cl~~<:d'~ : ~:!,~~ ;~i o'!est:e~r ;~5~r~v~ding 
Standard Bible prc:>vi as though God is be bi~ore us foreknowing 
for "beset." _It is ce But He is also e , . His 
them out in His gra • H. s arms around us :n 
for our needs. ly Father has enfolde~av~ read, too. For ~-
loving heaven . ther PsalmS we f ar Him. • • an 
We can actually sa~~~r is in keeping w~ r~und about them tha~ o~er thee, to keep 
matchless grace. f the Lord encampe . e His angels 0arg 
stance, "The ang~,l o d a ain, "He shall gi v God, s all-knowing eye. f 
deliv:reth th:· w:." ~othing can escape b tter translated, "the b:;~ o 
thee 1Il all y " in the authorized ver~~o~~ea~~me~ I think ~~~~:I~ to have 
The words "t;1inv:i h~d was a boy I ~ackd P~~ high fever· ~ ':~ ~lief. to ti:~ ~~;' 
thine hand.' en d I was si wi her hand. It ro certainly i ·th 
about 10 years offagehanead with the palm. ofeven better than thlalty. that is taken up _wi 
rub my ore . e s is Genera · ht gain my mother d this here in vers 'e" of our day. so that they nug 
damp brow. An -cailed "body languag thing for themselves -
transcends the so in to get sone 
indivi duals who are try g 
7 
. n But there's soire-
. 1 believe in educatio . that Biola's 
. . . out 25 years• I certain y chool. It is th7 fact. the fomtain-
either financially or pe:ffiaps sexually. God places the protecting Palm of His hand Jlege nmy for ab reciate most about the ~tion the startn!"g porn~, ulty can then 
upoo. us for the comfort and strength we so desperately need.th flJing special I api ding is that the found f G~. Our dedicated ~~ frankly 
llli.se and uncle rs ~' life is a kn°"." le ge o derful for ire • " DaV1 We go to Dallas quite frequently with our production ministry for the television Pr ' ad for each st~n ~uch knowledge ~s "too':'~,, grams • Whenever we have guests there they USuaIIy like to go down town and see the ~ our studen~s h ~gh. I cannot attain mto 
1 
• man is 
place where President John F. Kennedy was assassinated. We will drive down a little 5 stified, "It LS .1 • Twain who observed that evey Now that 
gravel road by the freeway and point out the Texas Book Lepository building from whj te correctly, it was Mark. t on which he was educa~i; unknown to 
structure, oo. the sixth floor, sources indicate the President was fatally s~ot. It If DlllllDTY serve~ ire ou get him off the sub J 7~ nothing, absolutely n~ ve~ true when 
happened just as he went dam ta.rard the underpass. There was a motorcade in front ieallY a fool w ~/of our Lord, for thereda: i and all our days • It s ll y com ts , 
him and one behind him; guards were watching everywhere. Unfortunately, however, ~ld never be sai we need to learn toh .;J we know it all, that rea 
there was no protection from above. But you can be sure that there is from God! IJe J!iJn, Here's a le~s~ we learn, after w7 t i utlook on life. 
boxes us in, not just behind and before, but then He puts the ve zy palm of His hand we realize it' s w a s the difference in our 
0 
. s in the 
of love upon us; the softest part. That isn't just for physical protection but also and this is what make kn " i·s fotnld more than ZOO trn~nded of the d 
· .c · · l 11 ' th rd '' ow We are reITI1. an more 111q:>ortantly, LOT spintua sustenance as we • . t discover e wo , n appear once. . +, unto you that 
. · teresting o ., " doesn t eve . h ve I wntcen ch 
It is m On the other hand, ~ss . stle "These tlungs ~. knowledge is what ea 
Bible . e John's words in his firs\~P~ave ~ternal ~ife." f G~ which sees beyond all ~~~. that you may known"!a~a~ that perfect wis~: ::nd have the assurance of 
It causes ne to break out singing that old song of Scottish background we used to lo 
so well, "Cheer up, ye Saints of God, there's nothing to worzy about; nothing to make 
you feel afraid; nothing to make you doubt. Reneniier, Jesus never fails, so why not 
trust Him and shout? You'll be sony you worried at all tomorrow morning!" 
There are many things that quite frankly conpletely ''boggle" my mind. For instance, 
the landing of a 7 4 7. A pi lot told ne not too long ago the reason they cone down so 
gently is because the entire controls are taken over by computer. It feels like a 
feather when they touch the runway. That absolutely amazes me. In our television 
work I am conpletely astounded at the editing equipment which has been devised for 
putting programs together on video tape. Here again, co11q:>uters are utilized. An 
OP<>rator sitting at a special keyboard can control m.merous machines, putting every-
thing in its proper perspective and order, With the exact production codes coming 
ot•t as though hours or days had been spent on the project. Truly, it ''boggles" my mind. 
This is so true when you think of almost any other field of endeavo:r-. For instance, 
in the area of nedical science, consider soire of the operations which are at the same 
tine intricate and delicate, while being yet life-saving. I read recently where 
surgeons are now working on operations of the heart, going in through the toes. They 
have a device which can acco11q:>lish the desired goal entirely in another part of the 
anatomy. It indeed "boggles" my mind. But all of these things and pe:ffiaps many othell 
which would come to your mind at this time are really nothing co11q:>ared to the realiza· tion of God's omniscience, omnipresence, and omnipotence. 
David testifies, "Such kn<:Mledge," that is, the knowledge of God's protection at . 
evezy side , " is too wonderful for ne. It is high; I cannot attain unto it. " There is 
an old provem which states, "A wonder grows grayheaded in seven days. " That simply 
suggests that once you know the nechanics and the operations involved in a certain 
function it's no longer as "mind-boggling" as it pe:ffiaps was to you when you originally 
looked at it. The landing of a 7 4 7 seems routine to the pilots • The editing equip-
nent for video tape productions is second nature to ti,(" operators. The surgeons are 
constantly finding new and better ways of taking care CJL- man's ailnents. But the 
lmowledge of God's marvelous protecting love and conceu1 is too wonderful ever t o_ 
lose its marve 1, even the longest day of our Ii ves • We may not have great educatims • 
or on the other hand we may have forgotten all we know, still, the most i11q:>ortant 
thing anyone can learn, despite an educational background or perhaps a lack of it , is to consider the knowledge, the omniscience of God. 
When we look at perfection what happens is that it shows up all our own imperfectims. 
In this way we realize the urgent need of leaning more heavily upon the Lord. We 
have, after all, a vezy stinted amount of knowledge. Being associated with Biola 
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told by the Russian cosmonauts while out in space that they didn't see God anywhere 
One of our nen, apparently with a good deal of understanding concerning Scripture • 
observed, "All you'd have to do is just take one step out of your space craft, wi fh _ 
out any life support equip:rrent, and you'd rreet God." .And he was right! 
David is praying, ''Whither shall I go from Thy Spirit?" The relationship the king 
had with the third Person of the Trinity in those days was far different from what 
we can experience today. At that time the Spirit would come and leave a man, de-
pending upon the cirCUill.5tances or the sin that might be involved. We have a classic 
case of that in the life of Saul. The Spirit absolutely left him. Today, when a 
believer receives Jesus Christ as Savior, he is indwelt by the Holy Spirit and He 
absolutely never leaves him. Make no mistake, the Spirit can be quenched, the Spirit 
can be turned aside, but He continues to reside within the tabernacle or the body of 
every individual who by faith has received ChTist as personal Savior. You see, 
there is no place we can go as believers without taking the Spirit right along with 
us. That's not only from a physical standpoint, but more impressively and something 
we often forget is that we take the Spirit of God with us in our thoughts; when we 
look at things we know we shouldn't be seeing, or when we think things we know should 
never cross the mind of a child of God. 
''Whither shall I flee from Thy presence?" Why, we can't run fast enough to get away 
from Him. There is a television series on the air about the "Six Million Dollar Man" 
who is put together by scientists after an air crash. Frankly, I doubt the govern-
ment could construct him for six million! He has his bionic equipment which 
supposedly enables him to do like the proverbial superman, outrace speeding cars. 
But even with all that paraphernalia built in we'd actually be hobbled should we be 
given the same opportlillity for it is impossible to flee from the presence of God. 
I 'rn afraid too many of us are like St. Augustine of old who prayed sincerely, "Lord, 
make rre holy .•• but not yet!" We still want our own way; we still want to be in-
volved with those things that are not beholden for a believer. It was also Augus tine 
who thankfully exclaimed, "The only way to flee from God is to flee to Hirn." That 
is exactly what David understood. 
In verse 8 we begin a four-part answer to this rhetorical question just discussed. 
In first part the Psalmist says, "If I ascend up into heaven, Thou art there; if I 
make my bed in hell, behold, Thou art there." 
Sane months ago we were doing some interviews on the spot with people visiting 
Cypress Gardens , Florida. On this particular day we were asking folk all over the 
United States and Canada what first cmne to their mind when they heard the word 
''heaven." We got all kinds of responses. One fellow said he thought heaven would 
be like Cypress Gardens, but his wife reminded him that after having come down from 
Detroit last winter anything would look like heaven! We talked to one family where 
the mother and father declined to say anything. Their yoWlg son, however, wanted 
to be on television so he volunteered to participate. He asked what the question 
was so he could give it sane thought. I would judge he was perhaps 10 or ll years 
old, certainly no more than that. I told him sirrply that the question would be on 
the subject of heaven. He looked at me rather quizzically and then responded, ''Well, 
what's heaven?" I couldn't believe my ears. His older sister, maybe 12 or 13, 
encouraged him, "Oh, you know what he means. That's where Grandmother's supposed to 
be." Nav, that apparently was all the young child knew or had ever been told about 
heaven. What a sad commentary on the tines in which we're living! 
God is in heaven, yes, but He's other places, too. David grasped the truth, "If I 
make my bed in hell, behold Thou art there!" It would be well to point out at this 
jmcture that hell at the present time isn't occupied. Of course, it was never 
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"If I go up into heaven," says there's sonething better than '.'The ~riendly Skies of 
United!" It is the knowledge that should God call us to be with Himself, we win 
be instantaneously in His presence, for absent from the body means to be present 
with the Lord. I'm interested in the fact that David pondered, "If I make my bed 
in hades." It is not, "If I go to hades , " but "If I make my bed in hades . " The 
word in the Hebrew signifies bed as a place of inactivity. It shows that there is 
a lack of all opportunity to do anything else whatsoever for one's life and eventuai 
eternal destiny. 
Verse 9 reads further, "If I take the wings of the morning and dwell in the utter-
most parts of the sea." This now is the second part of the answer to that rhetorical 
question of verse seven which wonders, ''How can I get away from God?" "The wings of 
the morning" give us the inconceivable rapidity with which light flies. It is al-
most an incalculable velocity- -186 ,ODO miles a second. The human mind can't even 
begin to get the idea. So David is saying, "Even though I had that kind of abili ty, 
the speed of light, for tr ave 1, I couldn' t get away from God. 
NCM we go from one extrene to the other: "If I dwell in the uttennost parts of the 
sea," and the word "uttennost" here doesn't nean distance horizontally but it me ans 
depth vertically. I am fascinated by articles that have appeared in the National 
Geographic Magazine showing how deep some of the ocean floors are. And I tell you, 
having been in the Merchant Marines during World War II out in the Pacific, as well 
as living in Florida on the Gulf Coast for six years, subject to those devastating 
hurricanes, I have a great respect for the oceans. 
We might use these two pictures here for something more. It's the excitement of 
the new day when we 're on top as it were, coupled with the discouragement or depths 
of despondency as seen in the oceans rolling over us. David said from these two 
extremes, still I know God is there. 
Vance Havner tells the story of an infidel father who tried to dissuade his young 
son about any need for personal faith in Jesus Christ. He painted a motto which he 
decided could be useful in instilling unbelief in his small boy. It was then hilllg 
up on the wall. It declared these three words, "God is nowhere." When his boy 
cmre home from school that day and saw the motto, he was excited. He told his 
daddy, "I see it now. That means just what our teacher at Srnday school has been 
saying, 'God is now here • "' He made four words out of the three and he was more 
right than his educated father. 
Taking the wings of the morning, going to the uttennost depths of the sea, he con-
cludes in verse 10, "Even there shall thy hand lead me, and thy right hand shall 
hold re." Isn't it interesting, the use of the word "hand" in this passage? We 
saw it earlier in verse 5 where it says that we are boxed in, or we are taken care 
of from all sides. The Psalmist ends with the assurance, "And laid Thy hand upon 
me." It really is the palm of the hand, the softest part that is in view. Here 
in verse 10 it is the right hand that is holding us. What is at God's right hand? 
Why, His Son, Jesu5 Christ. Do you realize that the Savior is the One who wants to 
hold your hand and take you through the darkest experiences of life? 
I remember some years ago when our children were very small we lived in Santa 
Barbara which is the town where I grew up. On one occasion we took the youngsters 
to see the well-known Fiesta Parade, that cones annually in August every year. 
Peggy, who was just a little tike then, barely able to walk, afraid perhaps of the 
horses, the floats, and all of the crowds, said, "Daddy, would you take my hand?" 
Oh, those words were precious. I long to hear them again. I probably never will . 
Did you ever stop to think how God would love to hear you say, "Heavenly Father, 
will you take my hand?" Yes, "Thy right hand shall hold me." That's Jesus Christ! 
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II CORINTHIANS 
By: Dr. J. Richard Chase 
In this study we continue Paul's long list of areas describing the importance of 
being a faithful servant of the Lord. He wanted to make certain he didn't cause 
others to stumble. This great desire to serve effectively is expressed for us in 
II Corinthians 6:1-3. He then lists the various areas of conceTil in verses 4-10. 
The apostle always wanted to be a positive help to others in their ministry. He 
knew he was God's ambassador. He eaTilestly tried to build bridges to others, open-
ing up avenues of service. He didn't want to let anything, even afflictions or 
hardships, foul up this obligation. He was especially concerned about "the word of 
truth" (v. 7). This refers to the Gospel nessages. The apostle John uses a smiliar 
phrase, neaning the saire thing. In Ephesians 1: 13 Paul writes, "The nessage of 
truth, the gospel of your salvation." He identifies what he means by pointing out 
that it is the rreans by which we are born again. His goal was to proclaim the 
testimony in such a way that it wouldn't cause people to stumble or be confused and 
turned aside from the opportlll1i ty of eternal life. 
The next phrase is "the power of God." It brings to mind the Holy Spirit in our 
1i ves and thereby is the possess ion of all God's servants. Paul didn't depend on 
human ingenuity or public relations techniques. Some tools seem to be more effective 
than others but always, in the final analysis, the power is ultimately from God. 
Earlier he had testified, "And my message and my preaching were hot in persuasive 
words of wisdom but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power, that your faith 
should not rest on the wisdom of men, but on the power of God" (I Cor. 2: 4, 5). He 
wanted his message to be clear enough so that the power of God could shine through 
it. 
The last phrase in verse seven reminds us that our work is ''by the weapons of 
righteousness for the right hand and the left." The complete armor of the believer 
is seen in Ephesians 6:10-18. These are the God-given implements of warfare avail -
able to the Christian as he goes out to do battle with Satan. So girded, we need 
not fear being an effective servant and soldier of Jesus Olrist. · Paul exhorts us 
to take up "the shield of faith," as well as to utilize "the sword of the Spirit , 
which is the Word of God." An ancient warrior would carry a shield on one arm so 
that he could ward off those who would attempt to fight him. In the other hand he 
would have his sword, which was the offensive weapon of battle. It took both hands 
to fight effectively. Perhaps this is what Paul has in mind here when he refers to 
the armor of righteousness on the right hand and on the left. Never forget that as 
believers in Christ we are completely and competently equipped to carry on the 
ministry. There is absolutely no excuse for us to cause others to stumble. 
It is an important principle to realize that poor preparation causes stumbling. As 
an example, if you had a poor history teacher in high school or college it may have 
easily soured you on the subject even to this day. History can be a fascinating and 
intriguing subject, or it can be as dry as dust. It all depends on the person who 
is making the presentation. Someone who is incompetent can cause others to lose all 
interest. Such can be very human evaluations. 
Many years ago, when I was a stuqent at Biola in the late 40's, there was another 
fellow whose room was just down the hall by the naire of Basil Costerisan. After he 
graduated from Biola he went to Southeast Asia where he served with Overseas 
Crusades doing an effective job for the Lord. Not too long ago he went home to be 
with the Lord. I can still remember going to Basil's dorm room where I folll1d him 
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so f on You may get. y' Unless you maste:: young or older peop d esn' t seem to be : s1 wiil be1Tiequy~~t~~~id ac~ualrvlye b~~~~l~le is surdet~u~~ildl~ri~ge~ to othrs:Ives 
ter your · ghtly ouse ' He wante h Avail you 
"£5 God. They ~ght ri Paul's great concern. f the word of truth~ ch God has placed 
o t. cal ,, Tins was us "Get a grasp o d the left hand w i 
prac 1 Tue apostle urges the right hand an ~· ~~~ . f the resources . " . cause stunbling 
o for our benefit. et a response_can 1 the good 
there h ld an audience or to l human ingenuity. Al ub j ect to the 
. clever or cute to o to the power c:>f ~o ' resentation must be ~e doubtless 
Being Paul sets in c?ntr~t tools for convincing ~e back even though to know that 
~~ciples of rhet~r~~~t looking.for a P~iso~esire was .for peo~~re must be study 
p er of God. Pau . ulate an audiencek t do it effectively. 
knew well how to man1)_, This takes ~or o 
God's Word is power~ e. of communication. of Schuster who was 
as well as a knowle g New York lawyer by the ~=caused people to 11 
there was a h was the one . n He gave a 
Back i n the 19th cen~~: people believe th~isc~edit to his prc:>fe~~~i~g more than a 
very unscrupul~~· ter." He was a strrg an evangelis~ ~ho is has only his own 
coin the word s ys " By the sarre to en, one in the nunistry . enuity because 
la>JYers a "black ey~. le to think that every on their own i:uman ~~~d forbid that I 
racketeer causes pe J: eople can only rel~ Paul emphasizes'. f the Word of 
profit in view~ Su p e real power of ~o • d a faulty handling o So in the fina~ 
they lmow nothing of ti;,, Poor prep".1-ration ~he Gospel of grace. God;s is a foolish 
should be in that t~~s to turn aside fro~ power rather than <?n e fashion so that we 
Truth could cause o depending upon .you rve in an effectiv 
analysis , being. cleve~t us make certain we se 
mark of immaturity. . school, home 
do not cause offense. f Christ, whether i~thb~~~:~~: Because of 
. witnesses or . dealings wi l · dered. Paul 
As we seek to be effective circumspect in our when maligned and ~ an lory to the 
or church we should bde ve~an be positive,. evench a way that we brin~ gers and yet 
'f the Lor we l·ves in su t· as deceiv , 
our stand or h ld pattern our i t and good repor · 
tells us that we s 0 1:1 nor by evi 1 repor 
Lord "By honor an~ dish~ 8) ' . term that rreans 
true" (II Corintlnans 6 . • " the Greek there is a . 1 people would 
th Ord 
"dishonor. In rrrmodity so specia 11 e w It is a COuui< 
C<Jlsider first of a le· almost priceless. 
sorrething very valuab ' 
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give anything to . refers to s·o . possess it. Wh . hind "di netlnng absol en a negation · . look up~h~~r ·" · Paul is u~:ir;orthless which i~oh~~./~ f~on t of. it then the w 
as something absOl~t usl that even though :1 s. Tins is what is bord Th e y worthl . ere are tim h e-
th e i:dext idea is "evil ess, he can still be efefs w. en people 
e i ea of s ak" . report." In h . ective, 
eludes makingpe t·g ill of a person t e ong~nal, by use of th . 
there would b up ies. The apostle kn That is the conce e little prefix . 
tennined not ~ temptations to tak ew that with tho p~ of gossip, which . ' it has 
0 
become a stumblin~ ~tt~rs into his ~\ a~e rumors about~~-
B1;1t what about the oc to others. an . Yet, he was de~elf 
him. Today ther accusation of bein " 
word for the L rde may be people wh g a deceiver?" Th He . o This t. o say we ar de ere were th ~vE~i~t~:~1:5 ~ri~ £~~1~~: w~ib1 d~C::~~~ :~aiypc~~ ~rsth!f ~~i~~~i~w~~o s~~a~led 
mpos ter and w. 11 im ecause th eace and orde o is to co 
call a person . i ultimately b . ey want what h r to our world ire , 
i:gne the imp~o~il~~e~/~a decei~~~gi;r~:n~ous dest~c~~~: t~o ili!fer. B~t he 
e salvation f ose who had t arre as a char f earth. To 
an unfortlillate to souls, in helpin old Paul "You' ge o disloyalty a tack! g people in th' re really not i t · 
Th
. e area of eteTil 1 1. n erested 
is one last ne . a ife." Wha 
the attitude of gative _phrase is fmm . t 
son carries who ~~~cion and_ a lack ~f ~,.:rse 9, '_'as tmlmown " . . ~~th an evil report ;;,o godssi~ and lilldercut t. Yit is another ;f thTins is raising 
our respo ' a ecei ve h - • ou can b h e arrows points out g~~ :e~ people cone ~t : il':' ~so being dis::U~s 0~ down by disho~o~er-
won '. t be discredited oesn' t want to give w~ such harsh accus :ti as ~unknown." what 
strikes back in def . The tendency is f y cause for offens ans. Paul calmly ;~glory of the ~:e G~ his calling ;},r;: to strike back\~athai the ministry 
life a;~ some of us would dowhom he serves. H:(~~!le; ~e emphasi;es ~te'.'d, Paul 
the Lord ~:;,!e ~01;1ld tell tlie~e ;-:;:ted people to ~~et so!!ih ?ff the han~l~mp,o~ance 
leaTil. There can nst!" This i~ a V: secret of my power is ~ng different in his 
maturity and pro be no boasting in thry pfractical lesson we in a ~lose walk with gress come only th e lesh' it must 1 . certarnly all ne d 
Ce t . rough the . dw a ways be e to 
. r_alllly Paule . in elling pow recognized that 
llldi vid 1 xercised great er of the Hal S . . 
(II C ua s. He was finnl er restraint th y pint. 
or. 5: 20) Th - . Y convinced th ,. an would be e couragerrent . . is is the di . at we are amb xpected by most h 
. . . If th. vine relat. h" assadors f uman 
criticism . ings aren't g . ions ip. Th. . . or Christ" 
Sp. . . ' recognize th t oing well and 1S is a great int, keep right a_ you are in God' you are receivi answer for dis-
evaluator. He . on going. Never f s work, followin _ng all kinds of ~~u';!~lo}e~~ ~~-~~ ~·~~a:!otu1if:~:i~a~o~t~e i}~~i~~~is ~~l~~ ~ly 
effective is t spiritual dividends £ get his praise. If you are working fo e 
course o play God's or all eteTil. you work for G d r man 
"I'm d~·we must watch bei.nggarneb b)T His rules andifJ'. Yes, the only wa o you can be 
f 
ing God's J. b o noxious 0 . ive for Hi Y to be o tmderstandin o so I don't care r insensitive eo s comnendation. 0 :;~u!}~ in parfu~~~~ 'witl:ing to re~~~! ~yt,ody . th~ 1~e • p~;'""1m:em to_ feei, 
are ective manner as God, doing what em 1Il Christian lo the 1!1ljlortance 
b prepared in this we are encoura ed . He ~ants you to do . ve. You are 
e blessed despite th~er. Yes, thegChr~~t?cn~ture. Nothingin an enlightened 
On the . . act that he may be ..J:~ i~ joined up wi~~hurt you if you 
is a di l~s i ti ve side we can i · k . igne and slandered by e J;ord and can 
erent problem her i ewise be useful o ers. e. This is the even when praised anecdot  for pr. d . and honored There 
i e. Some · people say that 
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bei.llg a college president is like walking on a high wire. It is e:xhilarating and 
eiciting but one false step and it is also disaster. This is true in our Christian 
\ife . How easy it is to fall with pride. somehow the whole life is damaged there-
bY · God has a way of reminding us that it is His strength and not ours. First of 
all • in verse eight it is ''by glory." This is the contrast to dishonor. It means 
,nien a good word is spoken of us. There is no one more Obnoxious than sorrebody who 
l:JlOW5 he is right. He delights in Observing, "I told you so!" He wants to rub your 
nose in the principles he seeks to present. How can one be without offense when 
people keep patting him on the back? How can you be without offense when there is a 
oeasure of glory if you do your job well? First of all , recognize that if you let 
it go to your head you will becorre a stunibling blocl< to others instead of building 
bridges. Your attitude is crucial! None of us likes the egotistical kind of person 
whO has all the answers . The apostle underscored that we are in pannership with God. He is the One who has 
gi'1E>n us the pa-.rer. We are thereby known by Him. There is glory because we stand 
with Him. We present the true nessage in a proper way, receiving a good report. 
Too many are like the woman who supposedly asked, ''Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who' s 
the fairest of them all?'' Then she added quickly, 
11
And why am I?'' Too many pat 
themselves on the back constantly. God help us to be ins t~nts in His hands , not solo is ts beating our own little drums • 
We may be misunderstoo.d and maligned. We may be praised as if we had some personal 
nessage no one else could share or preach. But we are not to let either discourage-
nent or pride cause us to trip others and to divide us from an effective ministry. 
We are in fella<ship with God; we are His anbassadors. Our effectiveness can be 
maintained if we walk fai thfullY with Him. 
()le of the longer sentences in Paul's epistles is found in the sixth chapter of 
II Corinthians verses 3 to 10. In the Greek there are 146 words used and in most of 
our English trans la ti ans there are ab out 180 • This is one of the apostle's ex-
haustive lists of ~ortance. A similar example is in Romans 8:35 where Paul starts 
out by saying that there is nothing which can separate us from the love of God which 
is ours in Christ Jesus. Then, from that point to verse 39 he covers anything and 
e'1E>rything to amplify the idea that indeed nothing can separate us from the Savior. 
In the passage before us we are urged to reme:nber that absolutely nothing should be 
£rn:nd in our lives which would cause others to stunible and lose the way. In every-
tlung we are to commend ourselves, to build bridges in an effort to reach other 
people for Christ. The series of e:xhortations is coll\'leted in the last part of 
verse 9 and concluded in verse 10. 
In this final section we focus on what might be tenned the balanced life. Li terallY 
Paul is saying, "In everything I want to make sure I'm an effective servant of the 
Lord." The first principle is that while in Christ we may be poor in body, still we 
can be alive in the Spirit. The latter portion of verse 9 reads, "as dying, yet ~el:old, we live; as punished yet not put to death, as sorrowful yet always re-
J 01clllg, as poor yet making many rich, as having nothing yet possessing all things •
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The apostle had already pointed out the power of Christ even amid affliction 
(II Car. 1: 8, 9) • Al though poor in body he was indeed alive in the Spirit because 
of what God had done for him through the Lord Jesus Christ (11 Car. 4:8-12). Even 
though we have problems in the flesh, yet this gives us an opportunity, through the 
demonstration of our victorious life in Christ, to be effective in the lives of 
others • While it may work death in us , yet it results in spiritual life for others • 
Usually when a person is under severe handicap or il1ness it is humail nature to moan 
and groan. What we need to be reminded of is that in some cases this could cause ~me individuals to stunble. The Christian life recognizes that while we may be poor 
m body yet we can be alive in the Spirit. In this way there can be a fantastic 
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witness which results. 
In the last phrase of verse 9 we read, "as pllllished yet not put to death." This 
could refer to a nunber of problem.5 Paul experienced in the flesh. The word trans-
lated "pllllished" in the original can also mean "discipline." One of the great 
passages on this subject is found in Hebrews 12 :6-8. We are reminded that ''Whom 
the Lord loves He disciplines, and He scourges every son whom He receives." This 
is a necessary part of life because it corrects, guides, directs, molds and shapes 
us for a more positive influence. The writer goes on to point out, "All discipline 
for the moment seem.5 not to be joyful, but sorrowful; yet to those who have been 
trained by it, afterwards it yields the peaceful fruit of righteousness." We need 
to strengthen our hands ·which so often are weak and feeble (Hebrews 12:9-13). 
The superiority of Paul can be seen in the fact that despair didn't always set in. In 
the midst of all his problems and afflictions he never got so dissatisfied that people 
said, ''Well, you can write Christianity off. Look at the apostle Paul. All his f ancy 
words didn't IIBan a thing." Rather, he knew the power of God in his life. Hence, 
even in the midst of bodily affliction and holy correction he wasn't a stumbling block 
to others. People came to him, wanting to know his secret for life. He commended 
himself by the pattern of life consistently lived. In this way doors were opened. 
I recall two students who attended Biola College some years ago. One had everything 
going for him physically speaking. He was tall, dark, handsome and very athletic. 
Sorrehow or other he got it into his head that he wasn't what he should be. This 
caused him to be very discouraged. He lost not only his own perspective in life but 
also his testimony with others. Other students saw it and some even observed, "He 's 
a detriIIBnt ! Nobody's ever going to accept Christ if they meet him!" On the other 
hand, there was another student who didn't have a complete body. He had lost his 
sight in Korea. Still, while poor physically he was rich in spirit. He was the 
vibrant type of Christian, always joyous in the Lord. What a contrast between the 
two! This was Paul's point. Even though poor in the body, he was alive in the 
Spirit. For this reason there is no need for us to grumble and to be discouraged. 
Such only causes others to stumble, wondering whether your God really is all powerful. 
Use your circwnstances, whatever they may he, to build bridges to reach other people. 
In Christ we may be burdened but ever optimistic and confident. In the first phrase 
of verse 10 we find the example, "As sorrowful yet always rejoicing." We see here 
the apostle's burden for others. He could have been weighted down, as we learned in 
an earlier study, because of what some were saying about him and his work. He knew 
the many increasing numbers who needed to hear the Gospel and yet at tiIIBs he was 
delayed and llllab le to move on. Still, these things didn't sour his outlook on life. 
He continued his efforts to reach the lost. He constantly referred to his connnitment 
to Christ and what it means in his life of victory. When you and I are burdened, 
God can give us through the minis try of the Spirit, love, joy, peace, and patience 
(Galatians 5:22, 23). These are the Lord's gifts and aren't subject to circumstances 
nor to the manipulations of man. If we live only on what comes into us on the human 
level we will always find defeat. There can be no rejoicing whatsoever. 
One other element is crucial and that is in Christ we may be financially poor but 
still able to give much. The last phrases of verse 10 testify "as poor yet making 
many rich, as having nothing yet possessing all things." These phrases are interest· 
ing and certainly paradoxical. Most of us don't have much of this world's goods ai:d 
thereby can't give a great deal to Christian organizations. Never confuse the giving 
of material substance with the giving of other things that can be so much more of 
value. The giving of yourself is what is primarily vital. Paul tells the believers 
at Corinth, "I didn't have much to give you as far as physical goods are concemed, 
but I gave you soJIBthing of far greater value. I presented you the Savior, the Lord 
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. e of grace through faith." 
Christ in the iressag ch to give them. But 
Jesus ' . horre and feel you don.' t hav~ ;:1 them a pattem of . 
~have children in._yo~r life before t~em you can g well as for all etemity 
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paul ~!~ w:1'~~~k~~ ~~ri;;sh% ~~i1'chth;rI%~d ~:m~~o thei\;~:e~j'nt~! :::~ ~~u 
~':i~ed to the Col:i4·n~i)an I~u:ssence he ~eflllsttehamem;f ~~~s:~~ you may haveChhar~s~lt, the 
· (I Car. · ' · . d beauti u d to Jesus · 
th1nhgs had a nice chariot ~ ad because I introduce youd despite circumstances 
may ave d b t I enriche you t of the Lor ' · ht not 
things you wante ' u ' To be effective servan s n. the goal that we mig d us lesson.. k p our eyes o 
What a ~:~~eo find ourselves' we are ~~~: and to lose the way. 
under i~ i of causing someone else to s . . it. We may be burdened, 
be gu ty . but still alive in ~~ s12ir and con.fiden.t because of 
In Christ we may be poo~ tnb~~~e should be _ever opti~~t~~e still able to gi".e _much. 
ighed down. and sorrow uE though financially poor There are opportunities d 
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our lives as we face e imp 
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REVELATION N0.151 
Sone By: Dr· Lloyd T • Anders on 
very mom.mental event . 1 . up of all true b . s wi 1 transpire in the 1 · 
world religious ~~t:;arn believers' is taken hone :\!im;>s after the Church, made 
destroyed by the ~ti ch ~ferred. to in Reve la ti on 17 as t~i th the . Lord. The last 
massive political s sterist: 'Ihis will bring to an end le prostitute, will be 
God Himself. This ~ec~dwhich the1_1 takes over is finall a ~ apostate :eligion. 'Ihe 
The picture is clea 1 Babylon_ is annihilated befo Y rought to its downfall b 
begins "And ft r y portrayed rn the 18th ch re the bodily return of Ch . y 
' a er these thin " h" apter of Revelat · nst. 
events • Later in th. ch gs ' w ich refers to the ion. Revelation 19 
ushered into ''the mais. apter which portrays a scenesefmhonumental cataclysmic 
b k rnage of the Lamb'' ( o eavenly r · · · 
ac to where we left off . ch Revelation 19·7) Th" b :Joicing, we are 
Church. It is rn . apter four with the B · • ~s rrngs us right ~:s ~e;;~=n~ ~h~?~~! ~;~~~~o~a~/~:;~p~e:~t~f ~r~~~Y ~e J::s~:st,~nt 
to be with the Lord i~ th Thi~ is when believers, re~res~~ ~ebarsththe voice which e air. e Y e apostle go h 
It . ' one 
is a good thing to quest· th 
vary from well structured ion e c01!stituency of the Chur 
as underground cell group~ we~~thy, highly organized instit~: Sone congregations 
posi Uons. • course' there is eve th. . ions to what are lmown ry ing inbetween these polarized 
TJ:ere.are a number of Biblic find it referred to i th al netaphors which show wh 
a building' a kin dom n e New Tes trurent as the f ami 1 at the . Church ~ally is • We ~:t~n exthceptL fdor ~the' B:~ ~ff~~~ t f,11Tho~he: nethtaph~;s a h~~~d~id a T~~:eanrdt' a ~emple ' 
e or Jesus Ch · . • is is e uni . . equi va-~orn _ a~ain believers. I~i~~~'tI~ ~sn't_a p~ysical build~~gp~~~t~o~hthat the Church 
spiritual body. The Ch ch . enomination sect 0 . <!- er a group of 
eludes all b . ur is a connmmion ' ' r association, but rath 
this world om again believers out of all ch' achsweet fellowship of love and :r as 
. ur es (as well ch ' in-as no urches) arolllld 
Undergirding the scri . ca~ unity. All of us p~~~al teaching about the Body of Ch . . 
unitf such as this world have,been born again are brou hrist is the.concept of Bibli-
physical being must be doesn_t ~ossess nor understandg(~ ~ogether in a spiritual 
Lord Jesus Christ Th.on~ so it is with the Bride or. 12:12). Even as a 
tfhat Jesus Christ. is ~~ ~s ~haft He is talking abo~t ~~ ~re ~ne. and so also is the 
rom a different e . ea o the Church or the eve at ion 19 : 17. We lmow 
there won 't be an~ ~~IJ:c~~ ve ' it is obvious that on!o~. Looking at that picture 
an ann but the body ther~b yi;m cut off the head. Life~- ~r off a ~and or an ann, but 
same thing is true in the ~ dyis saved •. Cut off the head ~d ~ on. witJ.iout a hand Or 
one. Salvation is th .. ? of Christ (I Cor 12·1 e life is gone The 
through faith in Chri:trntt~al point of their ~ity. 3~ 5 :23~ •. Christians a~e all 
Body. This occurs the ' erng all baptized by one Hol ~T)T . ellever comes to God a~o has the indwellin monent we ~ceive the Savior b y ~int and placed into the ~rnk into one Spirit. f. H~~\ Sl~ n t • . The Bib le says iii!~\~!:· h Everr, true Christian 
Ch mg ~ a saved individual ~ iever is left out (Romans 8 ·9) ave al~ been made to 
1:1rch is conqiletel w w o ~oesn' t have the Hol . : • There is no such 
unity isn It based ~ rappe~ 1:'P. ill the Holy Spirit er ~pi:i t. 'Ihe unity of the 
fact that people got::" ~rt~icial organizational rel~t~~i~ 4:3). The Church's ur . ns ip, nor even upon the 
In Revelation 19 the Second coming of Oi.rist is the paramount event taking place. It 
will be a trenendous hour. We wi 11 be with the Lord at that time , a part of His Body. 
Rel!Yilnher, every Biblical netaphor of the Church, with out exception, enqihas i zed the 
unity of this one Body, known as the true Church! 
1he glorious coming of the Lord Jesus to this earth is what transpires beginning with 
the 19th chapter of the book of Revelation. We will rejoice and give honor to the 
Lamb because as His Bride we will have made ourselves ready (19:7). Up until this tine 
the Church has only been known as the Bride of Oi.rist. There will be a marriage taking 
place which will last for all etemity. Everyone who has been bom again by faith is a 
ment>er of this mystical Body. 
In the book of Ephesians we have sone excellent background of the meaning of the 
Church. Paul tells us , for ex~ le , that God has made known unto us a mystery , that 
is a sacred secret, hidden in the Old Testanent, and not revealed until the Holy 
Spirit showed it to the ap?stle (Ephesians 1:9, 10~. There had been a re~elation of 
this mystery for our benefit (3: 3). The secret which has now been known is that "the 
Gentiles should be fellow-heirs and of the sane body" (Ephesians 3: 5 , 6) • Verse nine 
of this sane chapter portrays the fellowship of the mystery. All who believe in Jesus 
Christ will be nenbers of the Body or Bride of Christ, which is the New Testanent 
Church (Ephesians 6 : 19) • Ephesians 2 : 15 pictures that Body as "one new man." We 
have been molded together on the basis of our mutual belief and faith in Jesus Christ. 
Before any of us were bom or even the earth had been formed, God planned the Body of 
Christ (Ephesians 1: 3-6) • A mystery in the Biblical sense is a truth which the Lord 
ordained in etemity past. He has hidden it purposely to be revealed at a certain 
t:Ure • Realize for a moment that God loved you so much that He placed you within the 
Body of Christ in His own master plan before this world had ever been created. 'Ihat 
should be enough to make anyone rejoice! God knew you by name before the world ever 
began. He counted you a part of His blessed Church. You may be sure that the Church 
is going to be married finally to the One to whom she has been espoused these many, 
many years • Believers are in the Body because God' s etemal plan put them there. No 
wander the apostle Paul, in his writings to the Ephesians, so highly praises the Lord. 
In the first chapter of this epistle he deals with the past aspect of God's etemal 
fonnation of this Body ( 4-6). The second segment deals with the present aspect of 
our salvation (vs. 7-ll). The third aspect of the praise deals with the future salva-
tion of the believer (vs. 12-15). God's etemal plan for the Body has three parts: 
the past, which is election; the present, which is rede~tion; and the future, which 
is inheritance . 
Revelation 19 :8 shows that the Bride is arrayed in fine linen. There will be a 
beautiful marriage ceremony which will take place one of these days. Jesus Oi.rist 
will come back to this earth at the end of the Tribulation. lie will set up His 
kingdom rule over the world. In that intenal between the end of the Tribulation and 
the begiming of the Kingdom it is my conviction that the marriage supper of the Lani:J 
will take place. This is when Oi.rist is actually joined in eternal wedlock to the 
Church, His Body. What a glorious day this will be for all of us believers! 
Revelation 19:7-10 is really a pre-announcenent, given in connection with the 
"Hallelujah Oi.orus" of the prececling first six verses. Before the Kingdom begins 
the Messiah must first finish the task of world judgment. This comes at the end of 
the_ last. great battle of Annageddon. The two beasts, the political ruler and the 
Antichrist, along with the bound devil in the bottomless pit, must be co~leted so 
all of this will occur at this particular time. It becrnres an even more thrilling 
story when we understand these great coming events. 
In the Second Coming of our Lord Jesus Christ we see many factors epitomized and 
brought to our attention in Reve la ti on 19 • In verses 7 to 10 we have the beautiful 
marriage supper of the Lant> which is announced in heaven and to the earth. Contiruing 
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de
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Revelation chapter 19 parallels the parable in Matthew 22:1-14 to the marriage supper 
of the Lann. If you recall, there were some people who weren' t interested in 
attending the marriage feast the king gave for his own son. When the guests were 
corrpelled to come to the wedding feast one was discovered who was without a wedding 
ga:rroont. Jesus said that he would be cast into outer darkness. This parable refers 
to a marriage feast to take place on earth and not in heaven. No person would be 
able to enter heaven without a proper wedding gannent. Also, it is impossible for 
one to be cast into outer darkness once he has gotten to heaven. Such teaching 
would be foreign to Scripture. The message our Lord illustrated has to do with 
people on earth during the kingdom age of Christ. Of course, the saints of the 
Church will be there in their glorified bodies just as Jesus was on earth in His 
glorified body after His resurrection. There will also be guests there in their 
natural bodies. They will be the population of the kingdom over which Christ, to-
gether with believers, will be ruling and reigning. Any lillbelievers who attempt to 
attend the feast will be cast into outer darkness. 
Another interesting parable is found in Matthew 25:1-13. This has a bearing on 
Revelation 19 :7, 8. You will recall the illustration of the wise and foolish virgins. 
Here it isn't that the guests are disinterested in attending but ratper that they 
aren't prepared. This parable gives us an excellent picture of Israel on earth at 
the end of the Tribulation. She will be waiting for her Messiah to retuni from 
heaven with His Bride, the Church. Some will be prepared to meet Him and thereby 
able to enter the millennial kingdom. Others will not have that privilege since they 
failed to avail themselves of God's provisions. All the virgins had lamps of pro-
fession, but not all were filled with oil. Of these who had no salvation the Savior 
will have to say, "I don't know you at all." Oil is a synbol of the Holy Spirit who 
comes into our lives the moment we accept Christ as Redeemer. 
In applying the oriental marriage customs to the Church, we know that we were chosen 
by the Father before the folilldations of the world (Ephesians 1:3, 4). It is necessary 
to trust in Christ before spiritual benefits can actually be applied to our lives 
(Ephesians 1:12-14). As we believe we are lillited into one Body and are betrothed to 
the Lord, after the Rapture we fully become the Bride of Christ. In our study of 
Revelation 19, the betrothal and marriage have already taken place. What remains is 
the marriage supper or feast. This is why the blessed annolillcement is given of this 
great event (Rev. 19: 7) • Scripture declares, "His wife hath made herself ready." 
1he marriage took place in heaven but the marriage feast will occur, I believe, on 
earth. After the marriage the Bride and Bridegroom return to the earth for the 
marriage supper. The center of attraction is not the Bride, but the Bridegroom, as 
is emphasized in the statement, "Let us be glad and rejoice, and give honor to Him." 
Sorre time ago I was in Washington, D. C. to visit my son. While there I visited the 
Srni thsonian Institute. In one of the sections of that great nruseurn there is an 
a~ay of all the wives of all the Presidents of the United States. Passing by the 
display windows you can see them dressed in their special gowns which they wore in 
their own individual day. It is a most magnificent sight, to be sure. In Rev. 19:8 
we see that there is a special gown for this completely unique occasion of the 
~rriage feast of the Lamb. "To her was granted that she should be arrayed in fine 
lmen, clean and white; for the fine linen is the righteousness of saints." This 
~ardrobe represents the Church's righteousness. It portrays God's sanctifying work 
m this present hour and typifies the righteous activities of the believer. This 
also emphasizes that after the judgment seat of Christ has taken place the Lord 
presents to Himself a glorious Church, not having spot or wrinkle, or any such thing 
(Ephesians 5:27). 
1he gown is to be worn only for the wedding feast and not for the wedding itself. 
Afteiwards it is laid aside for all etemi ty. The Bride is then again clothed in the 
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Because John the Baptist lived before the day of Pentecost he is considered to be an 
Old Testammt saint. He said about himself in John 3: 29 that he was a "friend of t he 
Bridegroom." In this way John the Baptist lived before the time of the cross and 
resurrection of the Savior. This was most certainly before the age of the New Testa· 
ment Church. Luke 13: 2 8, 29 further ernphas izes the fact that there will be Old Tes t a· 
ment saints in the kingdom present too at the marriage supper of the Lamb. Also, 
there will be the Tribulation believers who were martyred during that seven year 
lilprecedented period (Rev. 20 :4). As indicated in the parable of the ten virgins, 
redeemed Israel will also be present at the marriage feast (Matt. 25: 1-13). Believing 
Gentiles saved during the Tribulation period will be there (Matt. 25:3lff). It is 
interesting to notice that Hebrews 1 :6 indicates that the angels may also be present. 
In the Greek this passage declares, "Again when He bringeth back Jesus Chri st to the 
earth," then the angels will worship the Lord. Can't you visualize with ire what a 
tremendous spiritual moment that will be in the history of the entire uni verse? 
The Old Testament saints, and those saved during the Tribulation, will be resurrected 
at the end of the Tribulation. Only those who are folllld to be "in Christ," or who 
have been saved or born again, will be resurrected at the Rapture (I Thess. 4:16, 17). 
No believers, except Church saints, are spoken of as being "in Christ." This is be-
cause only Church saints have been baptized by the Holy Spirit into the Body of 
Christ. Old TestaJJ£nt or Tribulation saints are never spoken of as being "in Christ," 
even though they have trusted in God. Daniel 12 indicates that the resurrection of 
the Old Testament saints will be after the Tribulation is over (Daniel 12:1). Daniel 
doesn't distinguish any tiire eleirent involved between the resurrection of believers 
and lU1believers. He simply referred, as Jesus Himself did, to both resurrections in 
the same passage of truth. 
Old Testament believers were promised a kingdom on the earth. The resurrection at 
the end of the Tribulation makes it possible for them to inherit the kingdom, as well 
as to be at the marriage feast of the Lamb. Also, Daniel 12:11and12 mentions two 
tire periods that extend beyond the end of the Tribulation. It is at the middle of 
the Tribulation when the abomination of desolation (the image of the Antichrist) is 
set up. To the end of those seven years is usually spoken of as 1260 days, or 42 
months. This, of course, makes three and one-half years. Daniel wrote in verse 13, 
"And from the tiire that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and the abomination 
that maketh desolate set up, there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days. 
Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and 
thirty days." It is evident that the tiire involved for these extra days is after the 
Tribulation. This seems to be a clear Scriptural indication that Daniel won't be 
resurrected lllltil after the Tribulation is over, even though he may have trusted in 
the Lord and believed in God. He is certainly not a member of the Body of Christ. 
This is strictly New Testament truth given to Paul which the Holy Spirit would have 
us lfilderstand. 
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have been fought. Deborah and Barak defeated the Canaanites there (Jude 4, 5). 
Gideon triumphed over the Midianites (Judges 7). King Saul was slain in the battle 
with the Philistines (I Sanruel 31:8). Ahaziah was killed by Jehu (II Kings 9:27), 
and Josiah was slain in the invasion by the Egyptians (II Kings 23: 29ff). 
Mageddo is located on the plain of Isdralon which has been a chosen place for the 
encampnent in every battle carried on in Palestine. 1his includes from the day of 
Nebuchadnezzar until the disastrous march of Napoleon from Egypt into Syria. Jews 
and Gentiles, Christians and anti-Christians, with warriors of every nation Wlder 
heaven, have pitched their tents here. 
1here are several other geographical locations involved in this great campaign. 1he 
first is made clear in Joel 3: 2, 13. Here God refers to events taking place in the 
area East of Jerusalem. Ezekiel tells of the same area as the valley of Jehosophat 
(39: 11). 1his was the travel route going away from the city of Jerusalem. 
Isaiah 34:63 pictures the Lord coming from Edom, south of Jerusalem when He returns 
from judgment. Jerusalem itself seems to be the center of conflict (Zech. 12:2-11; 
14:2). 1his gives us a picture of just how extensive the warfare will be. Such a 
wide area would cover the entire land of Palestine-. 
It appears from the Bible that this last great battle will reach far beyond Arma-
geddon. 1he valley of Mageddo will be mainly :the place where the troops will gather 
together from the four corners of the earth. From there they will spread out over 
the entire land of Palestine, separated by various periods of time. Again, Joel 
speaks of the last battle beirig fought in the valley of Jehosophat, close by the 
city of Jerusalem. Isaiah showed Christ coming with blood-stained gannents from 
Edom which is south in Palestine. To this agree the words of the prophet Ezekiel 
- when he pictures the armies of this great battle covering the entire land. 1he 
blood will flow to the bits of the horses' bridles for 1600 furlongs. 1his is 
equivalent to 200 miles. What a slaughter it will be. Of the campaign of Arma-
geddon, God's Word prophesies very clearly, "I will gather all nations against 
Jerusalem to battle." 
Who will have a part in this trenendous campaign? 1he alignnxmt of nations during 
the Tribulation has already been seen in the Bible. 1here were four great world 
pcwers in history past. Now, another great power IIRlSt be added because of His active 
participation in the campaign. We refer to the Lord Himself who will participate in 
this total campaign. He will come with His armies from heaven at the end of the 
campaign of Annageddon. While the various powers of the earth will fight against 
each other, as well as against Israel, they ultimately seek to defeat the God of 
Israel and, as a result, are totally annihilated. 
In the campaign of Annageddon it is interesting to consider the chronology of 
events. According to Daniel 9: 26, 2 7 the Antichrist, the supennan prince of the 
Roman Empire, will make a covenant with Israel for a seven-year period. 1his 
evidently restores the Jews to a place among the nations of the world, with pro-
tection guaranteed by this leader of the ten confederated western European king-
dom. Many Bible teachers consider this to be the revived Roman Empire. 1his will 
be a devilish imi ta ti on of the fulfillment of God's Abrahamic covenant which gave 
Israel the title deed to the land. 
1he action is pictured by John (Rev. 6:2) as a rider going forth to conquer. 
Sovereignty is given to him as a result of peaceful negotiation. A condition of 
relative calm exists for three and a half years, after which the covenant will be 
broken by the Antichrist who then shows himself for the wicked, diabolical creature 
he really is. 1he Great Tribulation hits in full fury (Matt. 24:21). 1his diabolical 
activity, moving the nations against Israel in those days, is clearly depicted by 
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Q. "Regarding the acc01.m~ in Matthew 21: 18, 19 of_ Jesus cursing the fig tree , do you 
believe that the barren fig tree refers to the nation Israel?" 
/\. There are several prominent passages on this picture. We should also include 
1>1ark 11:12-14 with the one in Matthew since they refer to individual Israelites, 
not to the nation as a whole. They were being given this opportunity for spiritual 
fruit but none was to be found. Just as the Lord said in another place, "The king-
d(Jll is being taken away from this generation." Fig trees which have retained their 
1eaves through the winter usually have figs also. It was still too early for new 
1eaves or fruit and Christ could have expected sone fruit that was already there. 
1he Lord wanted to see if there had been any residue of faith and godliness in Israel 
from what the prophets had preached in the Old Testairent. The other passage is 
Luke 13 : 6 which does have reference to the nation as a whole . This section is our 
Lord Jesus coming to Israel now as a nation. It isn't a picture of being withered 
away. He cane seeking fruit and suggests it be given the opportunity for fruit 
bearing. He says, "Let's see if there will be fruit." And, of course, there were 
above 500 brethren, as well as the apostles and later multitudes. There were many 
who believed. Thank God there is always opportunity for an individual to receive the 
Savior by faith~ 
Q. "The Bible speaks of the ireek inheriting the earth. We also read where the lanl:i 
shall lie down with the lion and that a child sh al 1 play at the adder' s den. Soire-
where it declared, 'The earth shall abide forever. ' Most ministers say that the 
Church will be with the Lord forever. Who are the ones to inherit the earth?" 
A. There are several important parts to this particular question. Matthew S :S, as a 
part of the Sennon on the MOl.lllt and as one of the Beauti tudes , speaks about the ireek 
inheriting the earth. Reference to the lanb lying down with the lion and circum-
stances during the Millennium are recorded in Isaiah 11:6-9. In Ecclesiastes 1:4 we 
read, "One generation passeth away, and another generation cometh, but the earth 
abideth forever." Keep in mind that there are other passages in Scripture which 
specifically state that the earth as we know it now will not abide forever. The 
seeming contradiction is explained when one has a proper understanding of the book of 
Ecclesiastes which is a treatise on man's reasoning. Apart from God he can only see 
things as empty, without pennanent value, and leading to frustration. "All is 
vanity." This isn' t God speaking, al though the Lord directed that this bit of man's 
philosophical thinking should be recorded in the Scriptures. While man says, "The 
earth shall abide forever," God replies, ''No, that's not the case. The earth is 
going to be destroyed so that there can be a new heaven and a new earth." As rar as 
natural man is concerned, he has no other concept. The earth was here yesterday, ~well as in the distant past. Therefore, from all indications it will continue on 
mde finitely. The Lord affi nns that just the opposite is true . It is most definitely 
true that the Church will be with the Lord forever (I Thess. 4: 13-18) • Those who 
inherit the earth, according to Revelation, will be all the saints of God; those who 
have put their trust in Jesus Christ. These will be the ireek ones. There will be a ~heaven and a new earth and righteousness will continue to cover the earth as the 
waters cover the sea. 
Q. "In I Corinthians 7: 14, is the unbelieving partner actually saved without a 
personal corrnni tnent to Christ?" 
A: This passage has puzzled many Bible readers since they fail to realize that soire-
times the saire word in English can have more than one neaning. At this point, 
renember an iq>ortant rule of Bible interpretation: never put a doubtful passage, or 
a section with unclear neaning, over against a "verily, verily" truth. Throughout 
God's Word we cO!ll'! to the full recognition that absolutely no person can actually be 
saved without a personal connni tnent to the Savior. "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ 
and thou shalt be saved." "Verily, verily I say unto you, he that heareth My words 
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and believes on Him that sent Me, hath everlasting life." "Therefore, being justi-
fied by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ." Paul isn't 
trying to deny or negate those wonderful passages. The apostle would never give an 
explanation of salvation contrary to that in the Gospel (Romans 10 :9, 10). No tm-
be liever, as a partner in marriage, can be saved without a personal corrnni tnent to 
Christ. The words "sanctified" and "holy" are related Biblically. They do not al-
ways picture salvation from an eternal standpoint but rather as an involveirent with 
potential for conversion. The very tmion, being tmder the same roof, sharing the 
many vicissitudes and experiences of life, can provide a terrific testimony on the 
part of the saved one over against the tmsaved. It can also place the whole family 
relationship in a new framework. In this manner the children will be set apart as 
highly privileged. Generally speaking they are more apt to be saved than if either 
one of the parents went off from them. In grace, married partners are to live to-
gether so that salvation may eventually reach the household in individual and per-
s cnal conmi tirent. God's ultimate desire is for entire families to be b om again! 
Q. "Are the words 'he art ' and 'mind' synonymous ?" 
A. From both a physical and iredical standpoint the answer is no. We read in 
Matthew 2 2: 37 these words , "Jesus said lID to him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with 
all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind." Here a clear dis-
tinction is made. The word "heart" is used in several ways in Scripture. It refers 
physically to that organ which punps blood through our system. At the same time, 
most generally, it is also used to refer to the whole of one's emotional being. The 
mind is a part of that but the heart is far more than irerely the mind. To be saved, 
a man 1111St believe in the Lord Jesus Christ with his mind but that is not enough. 
The devils believe with their minds (James 2 :19). They are certainly not saved. It 
requires not just intellect but the entire being in its total personality. 
Q. "Are fallen angels and demons the ·same thing?" 
A. We know, first of al 1, that Satan is over all demons • All angels originally, in-
cluding the devil, were in a state of perfection. Soire followed Lucifer in his sinful 
pride so that now we have fallen angels. It seem5 from Scripture that apparently 
demons are not botmd whereas fallen angels are (II Peter 2 :4; Jude 6). There is an 
excellent word on this subject in the New Scofield Bible, page 1003. From all the 
available verses involved there does appear to be a real difference between these two 
groups. People used to laugh at the thought of demons, but now possession by evil 
spirits is being talked of more and more. Exorcism is the process of expelling 
demons. So, generally speaking, there is no passage in Scripture that says demons 
equal fallen angels, although they all seem to be a part of the same anny tmder Satan. 
Q. "Are people going to recognize each other in hell?" 
A. Thank the Lord that the answer to this we will never know experientially if we 
are born-again believers in Christ. On this question the Bible does not give us a 
specific answer. In Luke 16:19-31 we have the accolfilt of the rich man who is in 
hades, the abode of the tmrighteous dead. There is clearly recognition in that 
place to which all go who have rejected Christ where they will await the final judg-
irent and eventual consignment to hell. Based on this accolfilt one would be inclined 
to believe that people will recognize each other in hell. This might well make hell 
in part hell. There will be nothing there but anger and viciousness with all good 
compassion eliminated. · Part of the suffering in hell is the utter loneliness of in-
dividuals who are in that place because they have nowhere to tum for friendship or 
fellowship whatsoever. We hate even to speak about hell because it is such a 
terrible place. Even the Bible is very reserved in its comments. Still, it gives 
us enough of a hint to indicate that it is an indescribably terrible place fo every 
way. You may be sure there will be no such thing as love or friendship in hell. 
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June 
is-Ju\\J \'2., 1g16 
Bicentennial Tour 
You've been hearing about it over The BioZa Hour, now 
here are the facts about Biola's special East Coast 
Bicentennial Tour. 
The dates are June 28 to July 12, 1976. (There will be 
an optional extension to Niagara Falls for a limited 
number who make an early decision). 
The entire family should be considered for this memorable 
occasion. The Rev. Charles Swindoll, pastor of the First 
Evangelical Free Church of Fullerton, California, will be 
bringing challenges from the Word to help strengthen the 
spiritual influence of the home. 
For historical interest, each area visited will be given 
complete background study for tour members. Emphasis 
will be on the Christian heritage involved. In fact, 
Biola College credit is even available to those who so 
elect to follow this course. Dr. Israel Carmona will be 
the professor. 
Hosts for the tour will also include Biola President, 
Dr. J. Richard Chase, and Dr. Al Sanders, who is heard 
on The Biola Hour. 
A ·complete descriptive brochure is now available upon 
request. Make your reservations before space is gone. 
Join many other Christian friends on this special one-time 
only Biola "Foundations of Freedom" Bicentennial Tour! 
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'~ WORLD OF LIONS" 
By: Reverend Charles Swindoll, Pastor 
Evangelical Free Church 
Fullerton, California 
The world is filled, as it was in the day of the prophet Daniel in the long ago, 
with lions. While some have been tamed, there are many more who have not been. I 
rerember a fellow who attended my high school. He was a fellow who was frankly just 
as mean as he could be. He dressed all in black. He wore a black turtleneck and 
a black tight pair of pants. He even had black hair with a big ducktail in the back. 
You know that type of person, I'm sure. He had big taps on his shoes and he was 
thoroughly rean. He was a football nut and played linebacker on defense, fullback 
on offense. And he just kind of laid around in the grass and jumped up and ate 
people every once in awhile, just to kind of keep himself alert! 
There were kids in the school who tried to witness to him. He'd never listen for he 
just hated the Name of Jesus. He used to curse and do all sorts of things to em-
barrass any of the Christians. He took delight in devouring them like a roaring 
lion. Then one day he was in his own motorboat. It had a real thin, shallow hull 
on it with a big, heavy Evinrude motor on the back. He was skinnning around the west 
end of Galveston Bay and flipped over in a sudden storm that came up. The boat went 
llllder but thankfully this fellow folllld a rock. It was covered over with barnacles. 
As he grabbed hold of the rock, the surf in the tumultuous squall that came up 
moved him up and down. The front of his body just became crab meat as he was raked 
up and down. Suddenly he thought, ''Maybe there is something to prayer. I've heard 
about that." He said something like, "Oh, God, IT you will save me I'll do your 
will." It wasn't but two or three minutes lllltil the Coast Guard, led by God, came 
right ar0tmd the end of the jetty and was able to pick him up. He quickly forgot 
his promise when he healed up. Of course, he still bore the marks on him although 
he never kept his vow. Then through an interesting and tragic chain things changed. 
This mean fellow was dating a girl in his senior class. He had an unfortunate 
automobile accident in which she was killed and he was thrown through the wind-
shield. He received an ugly cut right across his face. He has it to this very day. 
He said to me, "Chuck, you know it was in the hospital when I took my first shower 
_after that accident. I took all of my clothes off and was getting ready to get in-
to the tub. When I looked into the mirror I saw the marks of a very stubborn man. 
So, I just got down on my knees, right there in that hospital bathroom, and I con-
fessed, "Lord, I'll keep my promise." Here was now a tamed lion who at this very 
moment is a minister of the Gospel. He had roared all the way through life lllltil 
God said, ''That's enough roaring!'' 
Remember, in the words of Henrietta Mears, "The world cannot breed a lion that God 
cannot tame." That also includes you! That includes the child you think that God 
has taken His hand off. That includes the one you may have taken off your prayer 
list. You may have thought God is through there but He isn't. That business friend 
of yours, that colleague with whom God isn't finished. There will be west jetties 
in their lives, too, an accident, a series of events, which will tame them and bring 
them to Him. Yes , the Bib le is an amazing book because God is an amazing God! 
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kllOW the Savior better is through this Book. You cannot develop a growing faith 
without getting consistently into the Scriptures. Only in this way can you find 
out what His plans and principles are for your life . This causes you to deve 1 op a 
consistent confidence in Christ so that worry becomes a diminishing factor in your 
1ife. 
Occasionally there are morrentous problems which crash in upon us. When you come to 
an emergency situation you need immediate help. First of all, force yourself to 
admit your own inadequacy. Remenl:i er, God' s strength is made perfect in weakness . 
I then ask myse If, "Mi tche 11, is God ab le to do some thing about this problem?" I 
use the Bible to see exactly what God has done. I may read the same passage un-
told times and yet I need to hear what God is telling me. This is how my faith is 
stimulated. 'Ihere are hundreds of God's promises to consider. Why not list some 
of them in the flyleaf of your Bible? Remenl:ier, ·~.1y God shall supply all your 
need" (Philippians 4: 19). "Casting all your care upon Him, for He careth for you" 
(I Peter 5:7). Force yourself to face the implications of those pro!ilises. Hear 
what God is telling you. You will be thoroughly convinced that not only is the 
Lord willing to take your problem, but also it is His strongest desire. So often I 
say to myself, ''Now, Mitchell, you' re an idiot if you try to handle worry by your-
self. God is more than adequate to handle your need. He practically begs you to 
give Him your worry. Why don't you let Him have it and then go to sleep?" I re-
irenl:i er the words , "By prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving • " I then can 
enter in with the realization that "the peace of God that passes all understanding 
shall keep your hearts and minds by Christ Jesus" (Philippians 4: 6- 8) . This is 
what stimulates your faith so that the worry begins to flee. 
To be realistic there will be times in your life when this procedure will need to 
be repeated the very next day. You Jmow what you do with a physical malady. When 
symptoms come, a spoonful of medicine is taken. The symptoms go away if it is the 
r ight medicine. When the symptoms recur, you take another spoonful of medicine. 
1here have been times in my life when worries come and I have had to go through 
this same process four or five times a day. Each experience my faith is 
stimulated. 
In Matthew 6:33 the Lord enjoins us, "But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and 
His righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto you." In other words, 
put the Lord and His program at the top of your totem pole. Be correctly oriented 
toward the Savi or. It is much like what Paul declared, "Set your af fecti ans on 
things above, and not on things below" (Colossians 3:2). 
Reverend Charles Swindoll tells an interesting story about a young couple who had 
gene to a Navigator's Bible conference. All week long this key verse was hannoored 
away, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness." 'Ihe husband and 
wife, driving home, decided they would make this their life motto. As they rode 
along praising the Lord because of their mountaintop experience, the man lost con-
trol of the car. As it crashed the automobile ended upside down in a ditch be-
side the highway. The couple craw led out, brushed th ems e 1 ve s off, dis covering 
they ·weren't seriously hurt. 'Ihey got on top of the upside down car. Clasping 
their hands they closed their eyes and began to sing the Doxology. When they 
finished, they opened their eyes to see a policeman who had come up. He was 
standing there respectfully with his hat off over his heart. Well, when you stop 
to think about it, why not sing? My unsaved neighbors live with worry. I don't 
need to. In coming to ]mow Christ as Savior I am supposed to have some answers 
and resources. Paul could testify, "I've learned in whatsoever state I am, there-
with to be content" (Philippians 4: 11) . 
Jesus also tells us, "Take, therefore, no thought for the morrow, for the morrow 
shall take thought for the things of itself; sufficient unto the day is the evil 
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"PSALM 139" 
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'jhe final sunnnary of Psalm 139 comes in verses 23 and 24. David entreats the Lord, 
"Search me , 0 God, and know I1o/ heart; try rre , and know I1o/ though ts ; And see if 
there be any wicked way in rre, and lead me in the way everlasting." First of all, 
a word of caution: don't ever utter this prayer unless you're willing for God to 
do exactly what He desires to do and what you request! It may be costly. It 
could well be an expensive thing emotionally, spiritually, and even physically if 
you ask the Lord to search you out and to remove those things which are dis-
pleasing and unseemly to Him. You see, the searching and the trying (which simply 
,ooans to dig, to pillage, to rummage, to go through every particle and parcel in 
one's life) actually requires an impartial jury. '!hat's why you or I couldn't be 
the judge and jury of our om lives • It doesn' t work that way! David realized 
he couldn't trust himself to do this searching ••• and he was right. 
'jhe Psalmist waS a man of suprerre courage. I wonder if we are? Let's think back 
to when David was a young man. He executed a giant by the name of Goliath, using 
only a slingshot. Still, when he was in his early years he killed both a lion and 
a bear with his own hands. Yet, when it corres to the situation of looking into 
his own heart, he found that the hardest thing of all to accomplish. He was right 
in wanting to know all his sins, and in having them brought out into the open. 
Most of us are just the opposite--we'd like to forget ours! '!hat doesn't neces-
sarily rrean to confess them, but rather just to have somebody overlook them so God 
can't see them. No, it' s not an easy thing to do, to rre an this prayer, "Search 
me, O God." 
We must realize that sin is worse than a tenninal disease. We can't expect to 
find restoration for our souls, minds or bodies without experiencing the cleans-
ing God wants to give to us. For an example, if you're ill you go to a physician, 
t rying to detennine accurately the extent of the disease. You don't hold back on 
explaining to the doctor just exactly how you feel; you don't hesitate to recite 
every single ache and pain that just might possibly be significant for his 
diagnosis. '!his is why David is saying, "Rummage, pillage, dig through I1o/ life, 
Lord. Search rre out and know in Your omniscience just exactly what I1o/ needs may 
be." 
It was the ancient theologian John Calvin who comrrented on this verse, "'!hat man 
(namely, the Psalmist David) must have a rare confidence, who offers himself so 
boldly to the scrutiny of God' s righteous j udgrrent." And he was right. Would we 
be as willing? 
David plaintively asks, "See if there be." Do you suppose that God might find 
some unseemly thing in your life? I don't hesitate to say I know that there 
would be something in mine. And there's no way by which we can judge ourselves. 
It definitely has to be done by God. Don't try to accomplish it any other way. 
Too many of us are like the little boy who proudly announced to his playmate, 
"I'm six feet tall." His friend laughed in scom, "Of course you' re not! Ha.v do 
you figure you're six feet tall?" Rather proudly the first lad pulled himself up 
to explain, ''Well, I just simply took off I1o/ shoe and rreasured it up the side of 
I1o/ body. And it went six tirres so that rreans I must be six feet tall!" His 
friend scoffed and rightly chided, "Don' t you know, you can' t rre asure yourself 122'.. 
yourself?" And we can't, either. Nor can we even rreasure ourselves by our 
neighbor, or any other person, no matter how low or how high the standard. We 
have to rreasure ourselves by the perfect standards God has established. In the 
final analysis, that is all that counts. All things are open and naked to Him 
with whom we have to do. 
Very beautifully, this verse and chapter end where verse one began. The whole 
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dea of how 1TR1ch work this heart does , suppose you could take a single beat and 
(llvert the power that is generated into usable energy. Lift up your Bible for a 
(j!Yi'nt. It weighs a couple of pounds. One heart beat could raise that Book a 
'root or more. Na.-1 that is a lot of concentrated power. Here is another illus tra-
tiOfl· If you could take all the power generated or represented by that heart in 
one single day' s time (over a hundred thous and beats) , and concentrate it into one 
huge throb of vital power, it would be sufficient to throw a Volkswagen some six 
stories into the air. That is absolutely amazing! 
we l<nOW that all tissue has to rest at some time or other. But the question comes, 
h"" can the heart, which beats year in and year out, second in and second out, 
ever get any kind of a rest? The Lord has seen to that as well! Look at it this 
w'<I/. Each beat lasts approximately l/8th of a second. The contractions take about 
l/lOth of a second, so that leaves about l/16th of a second for the heart to be at 
complete rest. If you figured that out mathematically it would ultimately mean 
that the heart rests about six hours a day or 20 years during an average lifetime. 
The only problem is that this refreshing pause has to be broken up into rests last-
ing for only l/16th of a second. Not vert long intenrals ! 
Suffice it to say, David wasn't an evolutionist. He believed in the creative 
pa-ier of God and that the Lord famed evertthing out of absolute nothing. Yes, 
marvelous and wonderful is the creation of our heavenly Father. But greater still 
is the manrel that He makes saints out of sinners and that the gloI)' of the first 
birth, being physical, can't even begin to be compared with the gloI)' of the 
second birth in eternal salvation. 
Is evolution anything to be concerned about? Quite frankly, it takes vastly more 
faith to believe in evolution than it does to believe in creation. Maybe you have 
heard this but it is a practical illustration. The probability of evolution is 
vaguely compared to someone believing that an explosion in a type foundrt resulted 
miraculously in Webster's Unabridged DictionaI)'. We are so wonderfully made and 
God's omnipotence is certainly shown clearly in the human fonnation of these fasci-
nating bodies of ours. 
Verse 15 suggests, ''My substance was not hidden from Thee, when I was made in 
secret, and 01riously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth." The word for 
"substance" here is "fnure • " In fact , the New Arne ri can Standard Bib le us es the 
possible idea of "bones . " ''My bones were not hidden from Thee." Let me suggest 
the very obvious that there is nothing more hidden than the development or the 
human fetus or embrfO. There is no light in the womb and there are only dark and 
narrow confines. 
The secret of God' s labor is purposely not seen by man. As a matter of fact, 1TR1ch 
of the development of the inner man is still proceeding in secret. Only God can 
view what is taking place. One translation puts it this way, ''We are embroidered 
with great skill." My wife does a lot of work on needlepoint as I'm sure many of 
you ladies do. I am absolutely amazed at how she can take those beautiful colors 
and make such pretty pictures from them. On one side the pattern mal<es perfect 
sense, but on the other it is a confusing mass of junbled colors. As we consider al~ the aspects of God' s creative handiwork in His omnipotence , re la ting it for 
this moment to the human body, what tapestry can even begin to equal the human 
fabric, hidden from others, revealed to none? Actually, our living substance is 
only completely seen by God. 
In verse 16 we have the further infonnati on, "Thine eyes (that is , God' s eyes) did 
see my substance . " Here "sub stance" is a little different from the way it was 
used in the preceding verse. David says, "And in Thy book all my members were 
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written, which in continuance were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them." 
Our family likes to go down to a place called the Pottery Shack in Laguna Beach. 
At specified hours you can watch the fellow there as he takes a worthless lump of 
unseemly clay and begins to shape it on the constantly turning wheel. When you 
look at what he is doing at first you would think it was going to be an exercise 
in utter futility. But, the potter has in mind what his work of art is going to 
look like in its final state. So does God when He looks at us. We ought to be 
profoundly glad for that! He sees all our imperfections but He knows what He can 
make out of us th rough His Holy Spirit in this life as well as in the life to come. 
I was in the Cleveland Airport not too long ago and saw a fascinating motto over 
one of the desks. It really intrigued me so I copied it down. First of all, in 
big, bold letters there were the two beseeching words, "BE PATIENT." Then under-
neath that the legend explained, "God isn't through with me yet. " How very true 
the realization of the Lord's testimony in this effect. Paul knew it as he wrote 
to the church at Philippi in affinning, "He who hath begun a good work in you will 
perfect it (will work it out, Will bring it to maturity) until the day of Jesus Oirist." 
The problem to be faced is that so often we are greatly troubled by defects which 
may appear on the outward surface, but then there isn't really a troubling of 
spirit by the defonnities which come from within, in the soul. There are many 
people who buy artificial beauty from Grecian Fonnula 19, Miss Clairol, Mabelline, 
or Revlon to supply natural beauty. In some cases that isn't a bad idea at all. 
But still we have to realize that beauty is only skin deep. 1here are spiritual 
needs and imperfections which have to be met and cared for as well. 
Reflecting on God's OilH1iscience, OilH1ipresence and omnipotence, the Psalmist be-
gins his conclusion in verse 17, "How precious also are Thy thoughts unto me, O 
God! How great is the sum of them! " If you were to look around your home for all 
the things you consider your valuables, what would you find? Some priceless bits 
of porcelain? Perliaps an antique piece of furniture handed down from a relative; 
maybe a gold coin. What are the things that are precious to you? 1he truly 
precious things are the thoughts of God. This is why Paul wrote to the Roman 
Oiurch, "O, the depths of the riches, both of the wisdom and the knowledge of 
God! How tmsearchable are His judgments and His ways past finding out" (Rom. 11: 33) . 
David wasn't alamed by the fact that God knew al 1 ab out him. I wonder if we 
woold be. The Psalmist is convinced, "O Lord, ho.v great are Thy works and 1hy 
though ts are very deep." What occupies our individual mental processes day by 
day? What do you think about in a given 24 hour period? If we were honest, I am 
afraid most of us would have to say we have thoughts of pride, contempt, criticism, jealousy, hate, selfishness and even at times, immorality. Even more, if you took us 
at our very best moments, perhaps that would be when our thoughts are centered 
upon prayer. Even then, we would have to agree that the sphere of our thought 
interest is vastly limited in uncle rs tanding God's truth and love. 
Have you ever wondered what God thinks about? With His OilH1iscience, I can assure 
you He thinks ab out you and me • God has though ts of love, tendemes s, mercy and 
conpassion. The Lord isn't Willing that any should perish. It would be absolutely 
inconceivable to imagine this world without a personal, thinking Redeemer! How 
precious are the though ts of God! Could this be said of us as we ruminate, think-
ing about this thing and that? I know on occasion, when I wake up very tired in 
the morning, not having slept too well, my wife Will ask me what the problem was. 
I might respond by coffilllisera ting, "Well, if I could just tum my mind off! " Have 
you ever felt that way? One of the best ways to tum your mind off is to tum it 
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Ezekiel uses two expressions in the 38th d1apter which may give a Ii ttle indication 
according to the time of this attack. In verse 8 there appears the expression · 
"latter years" and in verse 16 "latter days" of the history of Israel. 1his can't 
have any reference to the latter days of the Church age. The Body of Christ isn't 
seen here at all. God will be dealing with Israel in His divine economy at this 
particular moment in prophetic time. 1his all happens after the Church has gone and the Tribulation fully has set in. 
In the complete panorama of the "battles" of Armageddon there is the invasion by 
Russia of the land of Palestine (Ezekiel 38, 39). 1he second state of this 
campaign is the tremendous oversweeping of Israel by all the forces of the Anti-hrist. 
It is difficult to detennine the specific activities of the nations involved. 
Many people have felt that this invasion records only certain empires; however, 
the study of Scripture indicates the movement of the king of the south who strikes 
against this beast-false prophet coalition (Daniel 11:40). Chronologically, it 
takes place at the time of the end, according to Biblical prophecy. 1he Southern 
drive is joined by the Northern confederacy so that JeIUsalem is destroyed as a 
result (Zechariah 12:2). In tum, the annies of the North are done away with 
(Zechariah 12:4). Then, the full annies of the Antichrist move into the land of 
Palestine (Daniel 11:41). This coming world ruler turns against the hostility from the North headed by Russia. 
Before this battle can be put together there appears a sign in the heavens. It is 
none other than the blessed Son of Man (llatthew 24: 30). We do not know Miat this 
sign is, although its effect is certainly revealed. Annies thus tum from their 
hostility toward each other and unite together to fight against the Lord Himself. 
Revelation 16:12 reveals that some supernatural event brings about the drying up 
of the River Euphrates. 1his allows the Asiatic powers to come from the Far East 
across this significant body of water. 1hey d1allenge the authority of the beast, 
who is the head of the ten-confederated kingdom around the Mediterranean Sea. 
While the drying up of the River Euphrates is a prelude to the final act of the 
drama, keep in mind that it isn't the act itself. By a miracle of God Himself, 
the flow of the River Euphrates will be interrupted, even as were the waters of 
the Red Sea and of the River Jordan. All the evidence points toward the literal 
interpretation of Revelation 16:12. Those who come from the Far East will ulti-
mately go down into devastation and defeat on the plains of Isdralon. 1he king of 
the South and this Far Eastern anny of 200 million men, along with the evil 
superman, all conspire together. It is at this point that Jesus Christ will come 
again (Revelation 19:19). Such is the picture of the closing hostilities of tl1is 
<:anpaign of Annageddon (Zechariah 14:3; Revelation 16:14; Revelation 19:11, 12). 
The importance of the resurrection is clearly seen in Revelation 19:8. 1he Old 
Testament associated the hope of resurrection with the Messianic anticipation of 
the Day of the Lord. 1his is an expression which means a specific period of 
t:Uoo, beginning after the Church is raptured to be with the Lord, carrying on 
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It is interesting to notice in Revelation 20 that the two parts of the resurrection 
program of God are separated by an interval of a thousand years. It is during 
this time that the earth enjoys the kingdom rule of Jesus Olrist (Rev. 20:4-6). 
The apostle Paul gives us an inspired outline of the even ts of God's resurrection 
program in I Corinthians 15 : 2 2- 24, "For as in Adam all die, even so in Oiris t shall 
all be made alive; But every man in his own order; (note the inportance) Christ the 
first fruits; afteiward they that are Olrist's at His coming. Then cometh the 
end, when He shall have delivered up the kingdom of God, even the Father, when He 
shall have put down all rule and all authority and all power." The word "order" 
is a military tenn, neaning a conpany, troop, band or rank of people. This is the 
significance of this aspect of future prophetic events, as related to the two resurrections. 
To summarize a thumbnail sketch of the difference between the two resurrections 
is to realize at the outset that our Lord Jesus Oirist was most certainly a part 
of the first resurrection (I Corinthians 15:20). The Bible also tells us that on 
that glorious day the graves of sane of the saints were opened, and many walked 
among the people of JeTIJSalem. It is also definite that those who are a part of 
the Rapture or translation of the Oiurch belong to this first resurrection. The 
bodies of many wonderful children of God are in the graves of this earth. Others 
have drowned in the sea, with still more cremated. Yet, all who have believed in 
Oiris t, in whatever genera ti on that happened to be, are all a part of the first 
resurrection. The Savior Himself was the "firs tfrui ts" of it, giving evidence of 
something positive to cone. It is my conviction that those martyred during the 
Tribulation because of their faith in the Lord will also be a part of the first resurrection. 
When Oirist cones again bodily (Rev. 19:11), setting up His kingdom-rule over the 
earth, there will be another resurrection. This is the separation of the sheep 
from the goats, representing the different nations of the world in relation to how 
they treated the people of Israel. The IBibeliever who is resurrected before the 
Great White Throne Judgment of God (Rev. 20) is a part of the second resurrection 
which issues in damnation, judgment and eteTilal hell. 
In Rev. 19 :11 we read, "And I saw heaven opened and, behold, a white horse; and 
he that sat upon him was called Pai th ful and True , and in righteousness he doth 
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e of the fascinating prophetic pictures concerns the loosing of Satan for a brief 
fi_od. John writes, "And I saw an angel come dovm from heaven, having the key to 
e bottomless pit and a great chain in his hand. And he laid hold on the dragon, 
wt old serpent , who is the Devil and Sa tan, and bound him a thous and years , and 
ist him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a seal upon him, that 
eshould deceive the nations no more, till the thousand years should be fulfilled; ~d after that he must be loosed a little seas on" (Rev. 20 : 1- 3) . We see his e vi 1 
)l(lgram and final doom which is certainly clearly determined (Rev. 20:7-10). 
Jbere is a sinister coming personality who has led the beast, the false prophet 
)ld the kings of the earth into the winepress of wrath and judgnent of Almighty 
God· It is due to Satan's luring, cunning and suave deception that final defeat n~ been unquestionably wrought. The open warfare against heaven has resulted in 
total annihilation. Make no mistake about it: the devil will not escape~ The 
[Drd has singled him out for a special judgnent damnation. 
Jllere is first the binding of Satan who is the enemy of the people of God. John 
records for us that "the angel carre down with the key to the abyss." The great 
chain in the ange 1' s hand isn't like a blacksmith's chain at all. This one is of 
the Lord's making. We know of its similar use already as Jude tells us that "the 
angels who kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, He hath re-
served in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgnent of the great day." 
\bis group may not be the sarre as here in Rev. 20, nevertheless, what kind of 
chain it may be is up to God. The Lord wie 1 ds it , holding these evil , black , foul 
demons in the abyss. It is the sane kind of chain that the angel corres to lay 
upon the devil himself. 
Satan is the ultimate cause and the fountainhead of all the sin, iniquity and 
misery -in the world. He has many agents working for him with demons by the hun-
dreds of thousands. He also has many evil people duped in his employment. God 
finally and ultimately will deal personally with this great enemy. It is his 
cunning lies that have caused all the tears, heartaches, death, and destruction 
the world has seen through the centuries. 
Satan is described by four different nanes, in the sane order by which they are 
listed in Rev. 12. The first two reflect his personality while the second two 
are his actual , personal narres . The first two of the four are "dragon," synb oli z-
ing his bestial leadership of the last great government of the world, and "that 
old serpent" referring to the subtleness of his nature. In the Garden of Eden it 
was as a serpent that he insinuated himself into the confidence of Adam and Eve, 
deflecting them away from God Himself. The next two designations are "the Devil , " 
and "Satan." Rerrenber, there is only one "diab los . " Tb.at tenn is always used in 
the singular. At the sarre tirre, there are many, many demons. Sorretimes the King 
Jarres Version translates the Greek word "demon" as "devil," which isn't accurate. 
This is one who is opposed to God, as well as to every believer in Jesus Christ. 
In the original , the word Satan rre ans "accuser." As he deceived our first parents , 
so he seeks to tum us away from all that is holy. He would have destroyed Job 
had it not been for the intervention and rrercy of God. He assailed constantly 
our Lord Jesus Christ. God will send a mighty angel from heaven with a great 
chain in his hand to bind him. 
Sorre may wonder where the abyss is and how it differs from hell itself. We know 
that there is an entire underworld beyond our sight. While the lake of fire is 
hell, the abyss is the Greek word rreaning "bottomless pit." Seven of the nine 
times used in the New Testament are in the book of Revelation. Elsewhere it 
appears in Luke 8: 31 and Romans 10 : 7 . It is helpful to understand the background 
of this term. 
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Q. 
Q. "Why is it that when I am praying, thoughts keep crowding into my nund about other things I have to do?" 
Q. "Doesn't II Peter 1: 20 teach that men shouldn't try to interpret prophecy? 
seems that there are so many who have varying views on the book of Revelation." 
''What would have happened if Eve had not yielded to temptation?" 
A. Such, of course, is highly speculative. To take something hypothetical in 
theology over against what the Scriptures clearly teach is not a good practice. We 
can only surmise at that point that Adam and Eve would have gone on in that inno-
cent condition. lhere would have been no testing as they were asked if they would 
obey the explicit clear command of God not to eat of the tree in the mid5t of the 
Garden. God, knowing all things from the beginning, realized that they would not 
only be tested, but also that they would fall (Romans 5:15). Sin didn't catch God 
by surprise. lhe plan of salvation wasn't an after-thought . Remember, the Lord prepares the re:rredy before the disease ever strikes. 
Q. "Doesn't Co loss ians 2 : 18, 19 teach against the practice of praying for the 
'fallen angels,' that they might be saved?" 
A. Yes, it certainly does. lhe people at Colossae had a rather peculiar system 
of belief. They avowed that God was infinitely holy and that the devil was in-
finitely wicked. In between God and the devil there were a great manber of deities 
or lesser gods. lhis philosophy had apparently crept into the church, too. lhe 
apostle wrote to correct that particular error as he exalts highly the Lord Jesus 
Christ in a manner that is tmequal and tmsurpassed in any other book. The Savior 
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keeping its precepts as well as by enduring its penalty of death. This is what the 
two theologicans you have mentioned were talking about. 
Q. "In John 8: ll the woman calls Jesus 'Lord.' In sore Bible translations she 
calls Him 'Sir.' Which is correct according to the original text?" 
A. In no translations we have checked do we find in this particular verse that 
she calls Him "Sir." NCM, prior to this she has used that title, but not at this 
particular point. She declares, "No man, Lord." This word in the Greek means far 
more than simply "sir." The woman has recognized 01.rist at this point to be more 
than just another ordinary human being. He had told her things no one else could 
lmow, and He dealt with her in such wonderful love, compassion and conviction. 
For ~er to say "Lord" prese1:1ted a definite testimony concerning her rising opinion 
of Him as Redeerrer and Messiah. No, the proper translation at this point has to 
be ''Lord.'' 
Q. "Please explain why the works described in Matthew 7 :23 were works of in-
iquity. The phrase reads, '.And then will I profess lfilto them, I never knew you; 
depart from ire , ye that work iniquity. ' '' 
A. This is a section from what is popularly !mown as "The Sermon on the Mount." 
In. the verses imrrediately preceding, Christ has llllderscored, "Not every one that 
saith lfilto ire, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven." The reference 
here is to the Messianic kingdom. What the Savior is pointing out is that sal-
vation requires more than rrere profession. It has to be a matter of personal 
reality. Verse 23 refers to those who have never hwnbly avowed in essence, 
"Nothing in my hand I bring, simply to Thy cross I cling." This is why Christ will 
pronolfilce, "DepartJrent from me, ye that work iniquity." The questioner doubtless 
wanders how such things as prophesying and casting out demons can be considered as 
works of iniquity. Keep in mind the fact that even seemingly wonderful works of 
philanthropy, charity, human kindness, and all the rest are completely secondary 
llllless the reality of Christ is evident. If a person doesn't accept the Word of 
God ~oncernin~ his sin, he is calling God a liar (I John 1). God isn't going to 
rece~ve ~y kind of work, no matter how proper it appears to be, if the basic 
reality isn't there. Job told Eliphaz, "Even the plowing of the wicked is sin-
ful." Is there anything wrong with plowing? No, but if the one who plows is sin-
ful then he can't give God the glory. That is why in Proverbs we fin(l the apt 
testimony, "If a man's ways please the Lord, he maketh even his enemies to be at 
r,ea~e ':'ith him." Whom are you trying to please? The Savior reminds us today, 
Tins is the work of God; that ye believe on Him whom He has sent." It has to be 
a work of faith (Ephesians 2:8, 9). It is reaching out the hand and receiving 
freely what God has already done for us in love and grace through Jesus Christ. If 
you have never done so, won't you receive the Savior now? 
Q. "What impact does television have on one's spiritual development?" 
A. Television is one of the most time-consuming activities man has ever known 
Small ~ildren, in their developmental years, before they go to school, spend ~any 
hours in front of the "tube." There should be a means of distinguishing between 
programs. There is a far c:ry between the beauty of a Rose Parade as compared to 
some of the adult so-called comedy programs. Selectivity and guidance must be 
the keys. Anything which is a deterrant to spiritual development is to be avoid-
ed. There is a danger in watching programs which would interfere with our growth 
ii: God's grace. . As an example, a child who is allowed to watch a great deal of 
violence on 1Vwill have his outlook on life very definitely affected. The first 
research made on this did not seem to indicate much of an influence on children be-
coming more aggressive or hostile. Recent studies, however, have reversed this 
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iewpoint. If the hero of the program is rewarded or reinforced for_ being 
,ggressive, hostile or violent, a child will imitate. that same behav~ol!r. There 
.s no question but that television actually shapes ffilnds and can definitely re-
;ard spiritual progress and llllderstanding. 
Jid you know that a child, from the tine he enters ~chool 1:111til he gradua~es from 
ienior high, will spend approximately 11,000 hours m public sch?ol. Dur~n¥ the 
·arre period of time, he will have spent about 15,000 hours watching tel~v1sion. 
11his includes the time from when he is born.) Those who were born during the 
time that television was accessible if they live to the age of 65, will have spent 
five years of their lives 24 hours' a day, watching 1V! We feel that as believers 
ve are going to be held a~countable for the amount of time so spent. 
~ow long has it been since we evaluated our own lives? What do we watch? Could we 
·ustify particular programs to our children if they were to ask us? Then, what 
osi ti ve al temati ves do we have to offer our children if we do not allow them to 
iew certain programs? There should be some family activities planned together. 
felevision dulls our sensitivity to tragedies all around us. Concern, compassion, 
sympathy and grief are not corrnnon commodities. A child watching TV, as an example, 
can assume that questionable sex, violence and profanity ~re the norma~ aspects of 
Life. 1V robs one of reading which is one of the great gifts we c~ ¥i ve ?ur youth. 
:ertainly we can be kept from reading the Word of God and good Christian literature 
when we spend time before the TV. Our minds are not shaped in the way they should 
)e. 
?arents who are really interested in helping their children should sit down and 
vatch the programs together, discussing and evaluating the pu:Poses aJ?-d individual 
merits. This will do a great deal in teaching good and practical habits. Make 
television viewing actually an educational time. One made a little sign to put on 
top of the TV set. It simply reads, "Would Jesus Olris~ e1:1joy watc:I:1in¥ this pr?-
gram with ire?" Such an attitude of heart could revolutionize our viewmg practices. 
~- "I have !mown several pastor's children who have turned out to be very re-
'.)ellious. Why does this seem to happen so often to ministers?" 
~. We do not know of any studies that have been made indicating that this happens 
more to the children of preachers than to others. A pastor and his family are in a 
:µrominent leadership position so that it becomes more pronounced when it happens. 
It is easy for a pastor to get wrapped up in his ministry so that he may have a 
tendency to neglect the proper guidance of his own family. Members of the con-
gregation should be concemed about this problem, making sure they do not llllduly 
eigh him down. He needs to have sufficient time for his home life. Also, let us 
ot put unrealistic expectations on the pastor's family. They should not be judged 
y a different standard. His children can have their times of disobedience just 
as your own do. 
Psychology reveals through research that when boys are deprived of their fathers 
they have a strong tendency to become hos tile and aggressive. The dad has a vital 
role as sort of :rrediator for his son as to what is acceptable, aggressive be-
haviour and what is not. We want our children to strive to reach goals. Consider 
sore of the great leaders of the Old Testament whose children did not tum out well 
ecause their fathers had not given them proper directions. 
inisters and missionaries live at a very highly corrnnitted level of Olristian 
living. They have turned everything they have and are over to the Lord. Many times 
they consider their children to live with the same corrnnitted level of values, not 
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realizing that they may not have reached that point of dedication. An excessive 
expectation to live a corrnnitted life will cause many children to rebel, trying to 
get away from this pressure which may be abnormal to them in earlier years. 
Q. "In what sense should we consider God as our Father? ~ own father was very 
mean and tmfair. Sometimes I get this image of God when I think of Him in that 
relationship." 
A. The human father should be judged and evaluated on the basis of how he 
correlates to the model of God expressed in the Bible. We see God as perfect, 
loving us at all times. Scripture reminds us that even though your father and 
mother may let you down, the Lord promises that He will never fail us. You need to 
take your eyes off of people and focus them on the Word and the revealed truth we 
find there. There is something for us to learn here, too. If our own parents did 
not live God-like lives, we can make certain we do before the Lord. This should be 
a vital point especially for yotmg people. Do not just dwell on the past but take 
positive action for the future. 
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